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EAST LAS VEGAS,,

was clearly demonstrated by subsequent disclosures.
The fire in the mine, through the
efforts of the Chicago firemen, was
apparently extinguished early today,
although the galleries are still too
hot for the searchers to enter with
'
safety.
William Redmond, a Chicago fire-i-n who aided in taking McMullln's
bt .1y from the' mine, asked if the little boy they found was McMullln's'
son. He had no son he was told.
"Wall, he had that little boy clasped
in his arms when we found them,"
remarked Redmond.- - "The boy's arms
were around his neck and the man
WORK OF HEMOVING BODIES OF held the boy to his breast. The man COLLECTOR LOEB TO CLEAN UP MRS. ANNA MYERS, NOTED WOM
:
AN PHILANTHROPIST, IN
PORT OF NEW
had on a blsck sweater and he had
CHERRY VICTIMS
' CITY.
YORK.
pulled this oter his face as if he
V;
UNDERWAY.
,
had tried to protect himself from suf
focation. The lad's head was tucked
coat. That is the CAUSES
BIG SENSATION LIFE
OF EMINENT RABBI
WERE SUFFOCATED down in the . man's
11
V
way they aiea. l suppose me mu
was carrying the boy, trying to get
ABRUPT DISMISSALS
CONFIRM HER HUSBAND IS IN CHARGE OF
DISCLOSURES
DEATH him to an air shaft"
PROVE
PROMINENT LOS ANGELE8
RUMORS OF SWEEPING
CAME TO MINERS ALMOST
FEDERATION
J
; ,
AMERICAN
j
INVESTIGATION.
'"..
IMMEDIATELY.
y' ' SYNAGOGUE.
UPHOLDS LABOR CHIEF
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Toronto, Nov. 19. The American
Federation of Labor today adopted
a resolution endorsing the position
taken by President Samuel Gompers
in the Bucks Stove and Range company injunction case, and protesting
against the "injudicial and intemperate language" used by Justice Wright
in sentencing Gompers, Morrison and
Mitchell to jail for contempt of court.
The convention voted to appeal the
injunction cases and contempt pro
ceedings to the United States supreme

APPOINTS

COMMISSION

A

SOLICITING

FOR

HOSPITAL

'

ONE CORPSE HELD STABLEBOY
IN ARMS HEARTBREAKING
SCENES ENACTED.
'

Cherry, 111., Nov. 19. The second
and eaddest chapter of the St Paul
"
mine horror began today with the
recovery and attempted identification
of the bodies of the victims. Three
court
bodies, those of two men and a boy,
to
first
the surface. DEATH CLAIMS EDITOR
wpre
brought
s
other bodies beFifty or Beventy-flv- e
OF NEW YORK SUN
yond reach because of the fire which
etUl smouldered, were located in the
New York. Nov. 19. William F.
and Laffan, publisher of the New York
wreckage of glowing timbers
Sun, died today at his home on Long
mud. '
for ap
A great strip of canvas had been Island, following an operation
last Monday.
pendicitis
performed
unrolled by firemen and laid on the
Laffan was the. successor of the
.prairie, near the shaft. Here the bod- late Charles A. Dana, in the managewere
ies
laid, while
and was the pubment of The
men, women and children formed a lisher of thatSun,
for the past
paper
great circle about them. Many turn- fcwenfv.flvA vearnl
born In
ed away, unable
and first
sixty-iw-o
Dublin,
years
"ago
and cries of those seeking their
sua in
witn
became
connected
dead.
1877 as artist critic.
Two of the bodies were quickly
identified, one as "Dickie" Stearns, a TAPS SOUNDED FOR
stable boy, and the other as Louis
FAMOUS WAR VETERAN
Gibbs, a miner. All morning a great
crowd lingered around the mine shaft
Capitan, N. M., Nov. 19. Col. D. J,
and the canvas on the prairie with
'
A. Stewart, a veteran of the CriN.
.
be-its blackened corpses, stretched
fore them. There were many women, mean and Civil wars, famous duelist
but more children. With heavy shawls of Europe and noted Indian fighter
over their heads, the women pushed of the southwest, is dead at his home
their way to where the bodies lay, here, aged 77 years. He was a native
'
some weeping, others past the relief of Boston.
of tears, with the hopeless sign of
PRESIDENT GOES TO
grief in their eyes.
NORFOLK FOR A DAY
Among those in the crowd were
mothers and their young daughters.
One mother, with folded arms and
Norfolk, Va., Nov. 19. President
over Taft arrived on the Mayflower this
blankly
gazing
dry eyes,
the prairie, swayed from side to side morning for a day's stay in Norfolk
as if rocking an infant, while a little and to deliver ah' address Incident to
girl sought to comfort her. "Don't the meeting of the Atlantic Deep Wa
worry, mamma," said the little one, terways association.
"we will find papa,"
The third victim was finally identi- FIRE DESTROYS LIBRARY
fied as Geo. McMulIln. The condition
OF GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY
of all three bodies showed that the
men had died from suffocation and
Washington, Nov, 19. The library
had been dead for several days. Su- of Georgetown university, a Catholic
perintendent Steele declared that he institution, was badly damaged by
believed death came to every man In fire early today. About fifty students
the mine before sundown Saturday, sleeping in a dormitory over the
the day of the explosion. This belief library, escaped in safety.
'
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Nov. 19. Collector of
the Port William Loeb, today an
nounced the removal from the customs service of seventy-thre- e
employes and attaches of the weighing and
other divisions of the customs ser- vice in this city. Among those dis
charged is James F. Vail, formerly
deputy surveyor of the weighing division.. These discharges are the direct result of the sugar fraud investigation and have created a sensation.
Today's wholesale dismissal from
the customs service followed the discharge" yesterday afternoon of six!
suspected employes.tAt the same time
came the anouncement that a house
cleaning commission of eight customs
experts whose integrity is unques
tioned
has ieea appointed-- , by Mr.
the ' work of ma
York,

Mrs,, Anna Myers, noted philanthro
pic worker, and wife of Rev. Isidore
Myers, rabbi of Sinai Congregation,
Los Angeles, arrived in the city ear
ly today from Albuquerque, and will
spend several days here. Mrs. Myers

O'CLOCK

FIVE

EDITION.

case comes up before the courts, a
rooster is brought into the courtroom,
his head severed in the presence of
the court, and the one taking the oath
washes his hands in the blood of the
rooster, which signifies that the person in question will tell the truth and
p nothing but the truth.
The rooeters were on hand yesterday afternoon to be used in this cas'e
and caused no little commotion by
their constant cackling in an anteroom close by; but the ceremony was
not gone through with. Another peculiar form was used, however, in, which
the following phrase is used: "That
the lightning may strike you dead, the
fire from heaven kill you or the earth EXECUTION OF AMERICANS MAY
J
open and swallow you if you do not
PRECIPITATE HOS-"- (
tell the truth and nothing but the
t
TILITIES.
.
truth."
t
;
The former of these two ceremonies
is only used in China when oaths are
FULL DETAILS
administered to the higher class of AWAITING
the Chinese, the latter being used in
the case of the coolie element. Horn
'
DEPARTMENT DEMANDS
Kin! is of the coolie element, as are STATE
IMMEDIATE EXPLAN
the other two Chinamen implicated in
V
the case.
:
ATION.
n
The spectators in the courtroom
were disappointed yesterday, by not
seeing the. rooster- ceremony gone ACCUSED OF BEING
SHIS through with, as it is not only novel,
but is also something new in this
country.
MANAGUA REPORT SAYS (V '
The case against Horn Kin went to
WERE GIVEN FAIR TRIAL
the jury at noon today, following ar
AND CONVICTED.
made
this
United
guments
morning by
D.
States Attorney
J. Leahy and his
assistant, Herbert W. Clark, on behalf
Washington, Nov. 19. A tenst(ilt- of the prosecution, and Attorney W. uation exists today as a result of the
B. Bunker, who appeared as counsel
execution of the two Americans,' Grace
for the accused Celestial. ,
to
this
afternoon
late
the jury and Cannon, in Nicaragua, by orders
Up
of President Zelaya. The state de
was still out
.
partment is waiting to hear the meth
ods pursued by the Americans, in
SCHOOLS MAY
WEEK FROM MONDAY their attacks on Zelaya's forces. If in
y
disguise when they planted the mines, '
The board of education of Bast as Zelaya claims, they might be re
Las Vegas announces that the public garded as spies. But if engaged - in
schools of the city, which were closed the work
.openly,. it will, probably be
two' weeks ago because of the preheld
that
they, should have been
valence of scarlet f ever in Las Vetreated as
i . oi war. . If th e
until latter shouldprisoner to be the cati
gas, will not be
prove
November 29th, a
from there is no doubt
week
Iff what? Tm "J,1.
next Monday morning.
tin?
In
t
Eharpiy t
lnya will be be
event that the health concliticr
1
' 7;plo Ti iraton
MOUft
"the citv at that t'
eVo""
apprehension, the t'cuuoi
cfosed tmtn U danger frola
fw
:
the UjuUed S1 "rg
taglon shall have passed. The tluiii j.
uau
icy oi tne Mi.
lost now will in all likelihood be made
(
up at the end of the session next oluUuuists nd it is not improbable
that a public declaration to that effect
May.
will be made in ths.jiear future.
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has apartments at the Castaneda.
The visit of this widely rknown
philanthropist to Las Vegas at this
time, is for the purpose of soliciting
funds for the maintenance of a hospital at Denver, established by the
Jewish Consumptives' Relief Society.
Mrs, Myers represents this society in
the capacity of interstate representa
tive, her jurisdiction extending over
eleven states and territories.
Interviewed by an Optic reporter
this morning, Mrs. Myers outlined the
Object of her work. She said that of- filers of this (society which has for
its object the care' of"' tuberculosis
"""
model for the entire country."-patients, irrespective of condition or
The new commission, which
creed, had for weeks prevailed upon
to devise a scheme of reorg her to take up the arduous duties she
anization for the customs administra- is now pursuing. Once having ac
tion at the port of New York, Is cepted the assignment, which she did
headed by John C, Williams, deputy at a great personal sacrifice, she made
FORMAL DEDICATION
collector, and Mark P. Andrews, a immediate plans for her work, and
Accused ;o Betng Spies.
OF ARMORY PLANNED
member of Mr. Loeb's personal board three weeks ago began a tour of the
Managua, Nicaragua, ., Nov. 19.
of legal counsel. The other "members southwest., The states and territories
As soon as the work of installing Messrs. Cannon
and Grace, the Amerrepresent the important departmnts included in her field are California;
of the customs service. They are: J. New Mexico, Arizona, Utah, Colorado, tne neaung plant in the National icans who were iexecuted for complicGuard
armory is completed, a brilliant
J. Raszekiewlez, deputy surveyor; W. Wyoming, Washington,
Oregon, Ida
reception and ball will be tendered ity in the rebellion, Ivere tried at a
Sprague, deputy collector; 'George C. ho, Montana, Wyoming and Nevada Governor
Curry and staff and many of fair court martial held under the dk
Mrs. Myers, who is cultured and a
Smythe, member of the. United States
tne
citizens of Las Veeas. rection of the government.
prominent
civil service board; Matthew M. Con- woman of ability and energy, is act
It is expected that this work, which
The men, it was charged, were, reeys, deputy surveyor, and J. C. Hath- - ively connected with the Hebrew is under the
direction of F. J. Gehrlng,
era and S. W. Stennett, deputy ap Ladies' Benevolent Society, the La will be
sponsible for placing dynamite mines
completed in about three which were intended to blow
adies' Auxiliary of the Hebrew Orph weelcs. The
lip govpraisers.
forthcoming function will ernment steamers laden with troops
ans Home, the Jewish Women's Coun- mam tne formal
dedieatinn nt tha
COURT'S INSTRUCTIONS
entering the river at Greytown.
of Sinai armory.
cil, the Willing' Workers
One of the mines planted by Can
FAVOR ACCUSED WOMAN Congregation, and the Jewish Wo
non and Grace exploded fifteen yards
men's Foreign Relief Society, the "BOB" FITZSIMMONS
from the steamer Diamante.
Denver, Colo., Nov. 19. The case latter of which she was founder and
V TO FIGHT "BILL" LANG When Canon and Grace were cap
against Mrs. . Allen F. Read, charged Is president, and all of which societ
Warn
,
with attempting to extort; $100,000 ies are prominently identified with
tured they had with them dynamite
Sydney, Australia, Nov. 19. It was machines and other accessories for .
Mrs.
from
Genevieve Chandler charitable and church work in Los
announced here today that Bob Fitz- - blowing up vessels. The men con
Phlpps, by threatening to use dyna Angeles.
simmons and Bill Lang will fight in fessed their guilt to the authorities,'
mite, went to the Jury late this af
During her stay here, Mrs. Myers Australia
December 27th. for the it is said, and also in letters to their
ternoon. The most striking feature will raise by ; voluntary subscription
of Judge Sheafor's charge to the Jury as much money as possible for the heavyweight championship of Austra- families.
was that if the members found ,Mrs. hospital for tubercular sufferers in lia, now held by Lang. Lang won the
Previously Cannon had taken part
title by defeating Bill Squires last in ,a revolutionary movement against
Read unable to distinguish between Denver.
,
October. Fitzsimmons arrived
here Nicaragua from Honduras He wast
Tight and wrong at the time of her
While at Albuquerque this week,
crime, she should be acquitted re- she met Col. W. J. Bryan, who con recently from the United States..
imprisoned several months.
gardless of the cause of her inability. tributed generously to the hospital,
Mrs. Read is admittedly a victim of and praised Mrs. Myers
for her.un
the morphine habit
selfish endeavors in the cause of hu
'
'
inanity.
FOOTBALL IS PROHIBITED
IN NEW YORK SCHOOLS CHINESE BRIBERY CASE
, EXTREMELY INTERESTING
New York, Nov. IS. Football has
York
been banished from the-NeSomething out of the ordinary in
public schools by the board of su- the way of taking oaths was expectEl , Paso, Texas, Nov. 19. If any Colonel Twitchell, jwho is first
pervisors. Last winter's revision of ed at the court house, yeateraay after
of the National Irrigation
the rules failed to eliminate the dan noon when Horn Kin alias' Horn Lee body ever had an idea that the Santa
gers of this pport and the supervis was given the oatl before 'fctie taking Fe railway is not interested in Irriga congress, and who, Felix Martinez
says, lil ba the next president oi tiie
ors decided the gafne should be pro- - or testimony in the, case oT tpe United tion, iT was
only necessary to take a congress, "The Santa, Ve
spent 3V
were States versus Horn, Kin ior, attempted look over
as
time
it
nibiteii, unyi such
the personnel o prominent 000 tO'in;"
;:.e N.,i,-na- l
In
ion
made safe. , .This blow to the game bribery, but owing Jo' tljej Objections Santa Fe
men here to meet the sena congress it .iwriurque, a sue
is considered a severe one and may set forth by the attorney .for the de torial
,
Irrigation committee and escort continued. V
Twitchell,
;
the fense this was not done
haye a general effect throughout
the members through the territory, to general n...
;
told nu. : .t
..Ipley
as
custom
a
tne
is
cmna,
in
'wnen
country.
' i- dispel this doubt.
If as a r- "t ' i this expendlt
v,e
C. B. Strom,
of eoifid bi
superintendent
twenty- f lve.-- i htiaav
farmers u f New Mexico ;he w
transportation; R. J. Parker,-genera- l
superintendent; C. W, Kouns, assist feel an ply 'k 1J.;. The Santa 1
ant to the
J.I'M.
suppoa nug .
and any,
general passenger agent; J. K. that will dev.: op the tenWy c
Koontz, general freight' agent; F. L. substantial f a:,is because ij se ;
Myers, superintendehtatj San Marcial; up the ti- - 'itory, the road Is mr:
TO
F.J,M.'Blsbee;j chief engineer; Avery future !''r in?K3 for itself..- - Tl;e
Turner.'"'
i.RnRtrn Tlnn- - has
this svhereve;
way .oi itfe'W M'ex!ctti'"and:j Col. R. E.
that
Nov.
for the poor enough to accept aid from state wttchelL one 'Of "thev general i attorChicago,
establishment of one of the largest or county institutions, are yet not neys, were present in El Faao'Wqdnes
"a
rcpuit r, ihd c::
- the Ele- arc;
:.v irrigation cong:
sanitariums in the world were perfect able to provide for the travel and day and left yesterday f
care they need. Between one hundred phant Butte dam.
A.lhin-'- ;,
e,' the ; "tilings on v
ed here last nlsht at a meetine of
and two hundred thousand acres of
The Santa Fe railroad feels that rights i the office of the terrlt
twenty-fiv- e
physicians and surgeons land in New Mexico will be purchased every dollar it spends in , developing engine'
have increased over :
of Chicago. The proposed sanitarium for the proposed institution, which the resources of tha
territory or bring- per cent, and the Influence of t:
will be exclusively for those suffering will accommodate more than one ing good
people to .New Mexico, is dustrlal awakening wai thus ('
.'
from tuberculosis, who, while not thousand patients.
worth- more than the expense," a!d strated."
.
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JUVENILE

PRISONER

MAKES

DARING BREAK FOR LIBERTY
Albuquerque, N. M., Nov. 19. John
Molatern, alias Truxton Holstern, a
youth, added another exciting chapter to a rather checkekred
career at the Santa Fe depot last
night by making a sensational escape
from Sheriff Jesus Romero,', who had
Just arrived on train No. 1 from Las
Vegas with' the youth as. his, prisoner.
Molstern, or Holstern,, was arrested
by Chief of Police Ben Coles,, in Las
Vegas last Tuesday, following his escape from the Bernalillo county jail
here some ten days ago while awaiting sentence to the territorial reform
School at Springer..
Sheriff Romero wentto Las Vegas
Wednesday night and ., started . back
with his prisoner yesterday, afternoon.
The youth behaved well enough until
he got off the train at the Santa Fe
'
depot there. Handcuffed and closely
watched by Sheriff Romero, the lad
descended from the steps of the chair
car. He was followed by the sheriff, who had Just Jumped to the platform and was preparing to escort him
to the car line on Central avenue, intending to take him to the county

jail, when Holstern, made a wild dash
for liberty. . Romero was carrying a
grip and wearing a heavy overcoat,
but hastily dropped the valise and
started in
after his erst
while prisoner, who had lost no time
in putting as much distance between
himself and the officer as possible.
Romero called to the fleeing youth
to halt which command being disregarded, he drew a .45 and took a shot
at him. The shot failed to have the
desired effect of stopping the runaway
and seemingly put such fear into his
heart that he ran all the faster.
Holstern did, .not, enjoy his liberty
long, however, as he was arrested, in
the Arcade saloon h on,,'. Su'th First,
street shortly before 11 o'clock 'last
night, by Deputy Sheriff Dick Lewis.
Thai youth- - had traveled , In a circle
about nthe town and reached the saloon, where a "pal" secured a chisel
and cut the handcuff chains close to
the bracelets. The steel bands around
his wrists were still on Holstern
when taken Into custody and the Job
of cutting the chains had been com
(Continued on Pag 6)
hot-chast-
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months ago a new Is now no excuse for further delay
who has been handling Bryan't run nffvrnt. but, several
various lines that have been
.was
placed in use, the heads and
on No 3, is again chalked up on the system
extensions have been ordered
granted
becoming
board in the local trainmen's office. of the leading departments in
to comply with the law requiring the
charge
- C. H.
as
the
known
on
the
Marshall, a brakeman
adoption of safety appliances. This
A00L15I! DEADLY
Santa Fe, was terribly crushed be- of their respective offices.
loaded with is recognized as signifying a
,
Two
heavily
trains
Dalat
cars
two
tween
Wednesday
business in the future for
Las Vegas yeslas, a siding west of Albuquerque. He stock passed through Arizona
Air Brake and the
York
New
the
points
was placed on a special train and terday afternoon from
GSADEJCROSSIKQS
Denver. Westlnghouse Air Brake companifa.
to
route
en
were
both
and
at
Fe
Santa
the
taken to
hospital
has been
Official announcement
made of stock cars
Albuquerque, where his chances for The trains were
&
at San Bernardino of the apmade
i
exist
from the Chicago, Burlington
GOVERNOR
DENEEN
are even.
WANT8
recovery
"It will not be long, however, beroute. Stock shipments: to pointment ol the new inspectors of
I
THESE PERILS
Three land company cars, "Las Quincy
on the four divisions
will be making de- RAILROAD NOTES
fore
the
people
eastern
points continue heavy over transportation
' ENDED.
"Lola" and "Mishawka," were
Vegas,"
The appointments
lines.
as
Coast
this
the
of
railroad
intersections
is
N.
P.
Marx
mands that all
reported
Fe system through
Fireman
attached to the first section of No. 1 the Santa
were made by General Superintendent
on the same level now existing shall being off duty for a trip.
r - finirinl la atrnin hnr.lt At yesterday afternoon v,,,,and broughtnarato city.
I7i.nli
L. Hibbard and approved by Genabolished. The Illinois commission
6
Fireman E. T. Fortune has returned I.
Tk,
FEFCl! KflFflAS START be
v
eral Manager A. G. Wells. In add!-tlo- n
re
""f
of
is in sympathy with that kind
the throttle and oil can after being "
of
absence
thirty-daleave
his
from
een set ou at their U8ual place
ha
to A. P.. Hunt, whose promotion
form and is now engaged in a detail off duty for a short time.
the Browne & Manzanares com and is again ready for duty. While was made public some days ago, the
for
A.
situation.
The
engineer
of
traveling
ed
the
expense
McCready.
'
away from the city Fireman Fortune
Proposal to Unify Laws for Control of of study
P3118 wholesale house,
changing the grades will be tre- the Santa Fe railway company with
in Chicago, Kansas City and following men have been named to
Railroad! Wins After Fight De- mendous and the reform should be hoartmiartars in Raton, was in the ' T. M. Schumacher, general traffic visited
assume the new official positions on
points in southern Kansas. Fireman
.'manager of the El Paso and South R. D. Barton, who has been holding the other divisions: G. H. Keys of
murrage Question Up for Hearing-Ot- her carried out in such a way as not to oitv tortav
is
C. C. Reme-lin-e
Engineer J. S. Nelson ia busy oiling western system, control of which
down the "scoop" on engine No. 1213, the Albuquerque division,
News, of Rail and Whistle. impose too great a burden upon the
of the Arizona division ahd K. H.
n
railroads. In New York a part of the up passenger engine No. 1213, while owned by Phelps, Dodge & company, has been "bumped" by Fortune's
in
Jack Lowe retreats from duty has been elected
Gillette of the Valley division, The
to duty.
19. Railroad expense has been borne by the public, Engineer
Nov.
Washington,'
J charge of traffic of both the Denver
four new officials are well known to
but in Illinois this will not be the for a few days.
After two "lean" years the New
.
grade crossings In Illinois must go. case.
Engineer uus reterson, wno nas ana iuo urauue sua me wmiemFran-th- York Air Brake company is experi- Santa Fe men all over the system.
in San
Governor Deneen has Axed upon this
Mr. Keys, who takes charge on the
'"As a result of our investigation been recreating from the duties ol j cific, with headquarters
'
encing a return of its former pros-per- it
passenger service for a trip, isjeisco.
.
reform as one of the achievements we now have most ot the Illinois
division, was formerly
and earning power.: Since the Albuquerque under
For an inspection "bf the Coast
clerk
chief
Superintendent E.
of his administration and the Illinois railroads on record as favoring the back at work again.
equiprailroad
for
W. E. Hodges, heavy demand
Engine No. 828 passed through- the lines,
at
J.
WInslow,
leaving that
Gibson,
comrailroad and warehouse commission reform."
Junta en in charge of the purchasing depart- ment began two months ago, the
to take up his new duties.
The commission on grade crossings, city last evening from" La
position
orders
has been carrying on a quiet Investibeen
has
booking'
large
M.
N.
pany
will
Mr. Remelin, who has been named aa
of which Commissioner Berry, is s route to Albuquerque, where itHaul- - ment, and General Storekeeper
into service. Engineer
gation of a practical solution of the'
be
Rice have arrived in Los Angeles. and its order books are now well the Arizona division inspector, was
member, will report to the conven manput
and Fireman Carter handled the After a general inspection of the con- filled, It is stated, iwith profitable assistant chief clerk under Mr. Hibproblem. It is the governor's ambi- tion a recommendation that "grade
ditions on the western end 6f his sys- business. Recently the New York bard in the general offices at Los Antion to have Illinois set an example. crossings should be abolished where engine out of this point.
an
&
Whitcomb
A
special
Raymond
tem, Mr. Hodges will return to Chi- Central lines gave the company
(This Information transpired, here! practical and that these crossings
geles. He is well known to the variand
cars
17,000
to
order
mornfreight
equip
the
first
this
then
part
city
during the
cago and
this week at the opening session of designated as death traps should be passed through
ous division officials. K. H. Gillette,
330
its
with
locomotives
winappliances.
the twenty-firs- t
annual convention of put under the control of the railroad ing from New York en route to the of next month return to make his
who Is the Valley division man, was
Pacific coast. The train was heavily ter headquarters at Santa Barbara While the new, orders are important,
the National Association of railway commission."
agent at Gallup, N. M. The new
on
the
old
Mr.
as
is
specifications
E.
P.
many
with
lad
passengers,
usually with President
Ripley.
not as yet taken up active-worcommissioners. Former State Senator
Commisslloner Berry took a leading the case with
For
effective.
are
becoming
these trains.
Hodges will spend several days with books
new capacities, but probOrville P. Berry, who is chairman of part in the discussion which led up
In
their
909, which is in service the general officials in Los Angeles. the last two years of depression the
end of this week they will
the Illinois commission, Secretary to the adoption of a report of the onEngine No.mountain
as helper and This is Mr. Hodges' first trip to the Interstate' Commerce commission has ably at the
Glorieta
William Kilpatrick, and Bernard A. committee on uniform classification of
meet with Mr. Hubbard in Los Anwhich has been in the local shops for coast since he has assumed his new granted extensions of. time to .railgeles, and have their duties outlined.
Eckhart, the Chicago member of the freight rates. O. P. Gothlin of Ohio, a
Formerly hcl ways in the Installation of air brakes The men are to
general overnauung, was taKen oui title of
body, took a leading part in the dis. opposed the provision of the report
report direct to th
There
to
instances.
to
In
number
of
sent
and
be
as
a
last night
put was known
Lamy
large
general purchasing
cusslon.
comgeneral
superintendent,
keeping that
state
that
the
recommending
in service again on the big hill.
official informed as to the conditions
It was following a discussion of a mission uphold the uniform classifiMrsi C. E. Wolfe, wife of Engineer
on their respective divisions.
. per on "Progressive Safety in Rail cation made by the interstate com
Wolfe, and eon, returned this after
J'uad Operation," read by Vice-Premerce commission, ' on the ground noon from a two months' visit in the
.tat A. H. Smith of the New York that It would prevent the local com east. Mrs. Wolfe visited In many cities
Forced Into Exile
Many people are afraid of ghosts. Few people I
A
'Antral, that the move being made missioners from dealing with local of the east and south and was acWm. Unchurch of Hlnnn Onlr flrln
are afraid of germs. Yet the ghost is a fancy and
Governor Deneen and the Illinois conditions. Mr. Berry argued that the
was an 'exile from home. Mountain air.
the germ is a fact. If the germ could be magnified
by her mother, Mrs. Buch- ne thought, would cure a frightful
a size equal to its terrors it would appear more
to
commission became known..
Mr. classificaton at all times must be companied
ill.
terrible than any
dragon. Germs
Smith declared that the elimination subject to the law of the individual .Conductor R. Davmson was able to
cough that had defied all
can't be avoided. 'They are in the air we breathe,
remedies for two vears. Art or
ot grade crossings is one of the
states and that each commission be out yesterday afternoon for the
the water we drink.
months he returned, death dogging his
great reforms of railroad op- would be bound to do only as much first time In a week, having been
The germ can only prosper when the condition
steps, rnen I began to use Dr. Klng'a
eration.
as is found practicable in making the confined to his home for that length
of the system gives it free scope to establish itNew Discovery," he writes, "and afof
is
a
When
there
and
self
deficiency
exdevelop.
with
Governor Deneen's
classification uniform. The report was of time suffering with an attack of
Acting
Y i ter taking six bottles I am as well as
vital force, languor, restlessness, a sallow cheek, j
ever,
press approval, the Illinois commis- adopted by a. vote of 40 to 15.
it saves thousands yearly
asthma. Conductor Davidson expects
hollow eye, when the appetite is poor and the
from desperate lung diseases. Infalsion already has decreed that no new
Despite opposition to the
I
to be back on his passenger run again
You can
I
sleep is broken, it is time to goard against the germ
I
lible for coughs and colds, it dispels
construction shall be undertaken In free-tirule and the failure to soon.
fortify the body against all germs by the use of Dr. Pierce's Goldhoarseness and sore throat Cures
increases
Medical
It
vital
which one railroad, crosses another embody a "reciprocal demurrage rule,"
the
en
cleanses
the
Discovery.
recov
power,
has
Brakeman John Bryant
grip,
bronchitis, hemorrhages, asthma,
enriches
of
the
stomthe
on the eame grade. The next step the convention adopted a uniform ered sufficiently from his recent atblood,
clogging
system
puts
impurities,
croup, whooping cough. 60c and $1.00,
ach and organs of digestion and nutrition in working condition, so
will be the elimination
of existing cod of demurrage rulesapplicable tack of typhoid fever to be' able to be
trial bottle free, guaranteed by all
that the germ finds no weak or tainted apot in which to breed.
crossings on the same grade, and af- alike to state and interstate trans- back on duty again, and boarded train
druggists.
"Golden Medical Discovery" contains no alcohol, whisky or
v
ter that the commission will take up portation. This code was Incorporat No. 3 here yesterday morning. Mr.
g
drugs.' All its ingredients printed on its outside
the problem of abolishing the rail- ed in a report of a committee headed Bryant has been in the Santa Fe comHe "You are the apple of my
wrapper. , It is not secret nostrum bnt a medicine op known
cures. Accept no
composition and with a record of 40 years
road grade crossings on city, streets by Commissioner Lane, of the Inter pany's hospital at La Junta for the
She "Well, there isn't going
eye."
substitute there is nothing "just as good." Ask your neighbors.
a
to be any core."
iiu country, nignways. m,
me commis- - state commerce commission. Instead past sixty days. Brakeman Sel'sor,

mm to

sion has full power under the Illinois
law to enforce this reform.
There Is no doubt In my mind,"
said Chairman Berry, "that the grade
crossing will be abolished at no distant date within the state of Illinois.
We already have made considerable
progress in preventing the creation
of more grade crossings than already
-

r

,

hours
of allowing only forty-eigfree time for loading or unloading
cets with all commodities, as recom-- j
mended by the majority of the special committee, thre minority members reported in favor of tevcn."tw6
hours on cars containing more than
60,000 pounds. However, the majority
report was adopted by a vote of 35
to 10.
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AND" HOSIER

"'ill made, perfect fitting TJniofY

'if erode" Veats and Drawl
wool or siik ami wool. Eatff

iWi

GXX
L49

Fleece1 Lined Vests and Pants. In
Grey or Ecru.

'

.49c

Each

liiiit Goods

Ladies'

R.eady-tb-Wea-

in

'

an excellent
variety
'
2

One-Piec-

e

One-Piec-

e

One-Piec-

e

12

One-Piec-

e

5

One-Piec-

e

10
10

Dresses,
Dresses,
Dresses,
Dresses,
Dresess,

marked
marked
marked
marked
marked

to
to
to
to
to

at.

;V

wV

SWEATERS
Sweaters, in White, Oxford and Cardinal,
$Z25
markel to sell for $3.00 and $3.50, for only
Our $4.00 Sweaters,' in White end Cardinal, for $30
Our $5.50 Sweater in White only, tor ........$4.75
effects, for.... $5.00
.Our $6.00 Sweaters, in two-ton- e
effects, for ...$5.50
Our $b.50 Sweaters, in two-ton- e
Crar$7.50 Sweaters, in White only, for ........$6.50
Our $10.00 extra ln Sweaters, White only for. .$7.75
U "r
KNIT SKIRTS
A nice liffle ot Knit! Cotton Skirts, In solid or fancy
.........35c
colors, perfect fitting, for
A well Knit Cotton Skirt, in Black, Cardinal or White,
65c
marked to sell for 75c only
An
Knit Skirt, in Black only; worth $1.25,
for
Knit Skirt, In White, Tan, Nary
Extra, fine
and Black; worth $1.50 for only ............ ...$1.15

......

l"

$14.00

$21.50 Suits for
" $19.00 Suits for

.,.$17.25
$15.25

:

"

Suits
Suits
$27.50 Suits
$32.60 Suits
$35.00 Suita
$45.00 Suits
$50.00 Suits
$23.50

$25.00

$1-0-

j

0

AH-Wo-

I

Dress ' Goods

"

$1930

.......$22.00

for.

$26.00
.$28.00

for
for

$40.00

$6.50

.

$7.00
$8.00
$9.00
$10.00

$17.50 Tan Covert Coats for.$14.50.

Tan Covert Coats fo$19X0
Coats for , ....$23.00
Colored
$30.00
for . .,..$21X0
Colored
Coats
$35.00

$12.60
$15.00
$17.60
$20.00

$23.5Q

$36)6

,

-

$15.25

SKIRTS
Skirts
Skirts
Skirts
Skirts
Skirts
Skirts
Skirts
Skirts
Skirts
Skirts

for
, . .$4.00
for ............$5.25
for ..
....$530
for . .
.$630
for
$7.25
for
.........$8X0
$10.00
for .
for .
...$12.00
for
$14.00
for
$16.00

$6.00

........ $4.25

Waists for
Waists for

$7.50 Waists for.
$8.00 Waists for
$7.25

........$4.75
$9.00 Waists

for

All-Wo-

h

.................
..v.......

Prunella CloUv all new shades; "worth
.89c
, ... . . .

$1.00.' Only

.V;

WILLI r ..TV '
V.,
.'.',,
Lot No. 1, including.:! of o .r Ladies' Trimmed Hats,
'
Marked to sell up to f 7X3.
sale, choice
Let No. 2, including a)! La;' " ' Trimmed Hats, inartwi
s oiu J8.00
up to tfli'i:. '.! ,
.7.50-.le, only .
lot of Ladles' and MissV.s. t
Hats, in a vol ety
of styles; worth $2.00. eaf.M0;':al
,

,

."...-$5.0-

1,--

"r.-n-

A

,,l.25

lot of Children's Street) 1.'.. , all desirable colors;
75c to $1.25. Croice
, ; ; . . .69

' a from

$5.00 Taffeta Silk Petticoats, only
$7.60 Taffeta Silk Petticoats, only
$10.00 Taffeta Silk PetUcoats, only
20 per cent discount on any Silk

house.

for

THANKSGIVING LINENS
yaWA--

bleached Table,
Damask; worth 90o per yard, for
69c
only
An extra fine Satin Damask Linen, 72
inches wide; worth $1.25, for ....89c
A nice grade of Union Linen, 66 Inches

wide, unbleached, a very serviceable
Linen, only
i Beautiful Bleached Damask, 72 inches
wide, newest patterns; worth $1.50 per
.$1.10
yard, for
i

...... ..'..........59c

NAPKINS

U

t

v'M

bleached Damask Nap
kins; worth $2.50 per dozen, only $2.19
A nice Satin Damask Linen Napkins,
size 22x22; worth $3.00 per dozen,
. .'
only
$2.49
22x22

all-line-

A 20x20 Union

bleached; was
dozen, only

$6 00
$8.00

Petticoat in tha

Linen Napkin, uncheap at $1.60 per
.$1.29

Bleached Damask Napkins, 24x24
Inches, newest patterns; worth $4.00
per dozen, only
.'...$3.25

.......75c

best Percales, in light and dark patterns; worth 15c per yard, but 10 yards to a
customer
121-2- c
10 yards best Calico, all colors; worth 7c
yard,
but 10 yards to a costumer, each day, from
10
to 12 o'clock. 10 yards for
.....49c
Amoskeag Apron Gingham, fast colors, but 10
yards to a costumer, each day, from 2 to 4
o clock. 10 yards for
.
62c
h

TABLE LINENS

-

$400

Domestics

An-W-

50-in-

jiq

t9,

A good Outing Flannel, in
Light and Dark patterns, all fast colors, 10 yards limit 10 yards

staple colors;
,

good dust rufflq, for
...,..,...$1.00
A good, wide Skirt, with deep embroidered flounce,
dust ruffle, for
A nice variety of Skirts, marked to sell for
$2.00,
Any $2.50 Skirt, all excellent values
.$2XQ!
Choice of our entire line of $3.00 Skirts, for
$255
A splendid Skirt, well made and
nicely trimmed:
worth $3.50
$2.85

$5.75

.'................$6.75

All-Wo-

h

PRES DE SOIE
v
A nice, well made Skirt, good width, deep ruffle, with

SILK PETTICOATS

'

X

Serge yand Panama Cloths,
orth 65c. Special, per yard. 49c
S ui tin g, ' soft finish, suitable
66;lnch
for Suits or Drei.'?s; "worth 75c per yard. .59c
'
extra quality Sicilian, ' all ' staple
..69c
shades ' r.. ....... J ...
36 inch ,
French Batiste," excellent
value .........
.........59c

$12.75

There is no waist more stylish, serviceable and popular than Black Taffeta. Our assortment is unusually large and
Taffeta and are guaranteed for 3 months
Includes all of the best styles of the season. . They are made from first-clas- s
from date of sale.
$5.00

;

$20.00

for;.' .

..$8.95

$5.00

.....$8.00
$13.50 ,Black Coats for . . ....$10.50
$15.00 Black Coats for, . ....$12.00
$18.50 Black Coats for . . ....$15.00

$18.75

Petticoats

'

BLACK TAFFETA WAISTS

............ ........

All-Wo-

for
for
for

for

............

$6.50

.

$8.50 Black Coats for . .....$6.75u
$10.00 Black Coats

...23o

Tourist Ruching, 6 yards to box. 19c
Be Handkerchiefs, 2 for
...5c
6 yards Torchon Lace
10c
35c Wash Stocks
29c
35c and 45c Belts .....
27c
Finishing Braid,
pieces ..4c
15c Dress Shields, per pair ....10s
.75c
$1.00 Lace Veils

V;

for $9.50, for
for $14.60 and $15.00, for
for $17.50 to. $20.00, for
for $22.50 to $27.50, for- -.
for $29.50 to $35.00, for

COATS

Suits for

;

sell
sell
sell
sell
sell

v

V"

......... .2c

and colors
materials
"

"

.,

SUITS
$17.50

E

of styles,

.

IN

Department
DRESSES

r
MOYEN-AG-

ONE-PIEC- E

(fCI

!G6 2

ESTABLISHED

Vesta and Drawers, extra
fine, either Grey ,or Ecru . . .i . .98c

All-Wo-

f

WWW)

MISCELLANEOUS
A paper of good Pins
35c Ruching, all colors ...'.

BLANKETS
,
.
,
nice'Ju11 Bize Comfort, of good material; worth
$1.75. Special
.$1.00
11-- 4
Grey Cotton Blankets, good weight; worth $1.75
pair. During this sale, per pair
$1.18
11-- 4
Blanket, either light or dark Grey;
worth $5.00 per pair. Special
$4.25
11-- 4
White Cotton Blankets; worth $2.75 per pair, an
unusual value. For only .
.$1.95
j.
All-Wo-

ENDSL1IGESTI0N

CLERGKMN
A

MAN PLAINTIFF
H your meals don't fit
comfortably,

SUICIDE

or you feel bloated after
eating and
you believe it is the food which fills
you; if what little you eat lies like a
lump of lead on your stomach; if
there is difficulty In breathing after
eating eructations of sour, undigested
food and acid, heartburn, brash or a
belching of gas, you can make up your
mind that you need something to stop
rood fermentation and cure indigos
tion.
To make every bite of food you eat
aid in the nourishment and strength
of your body, yo:i must rid your stom
ach of poisons, excessive acid and
stomach gas which sours your entire
meal interferes with digestion .nd
causes so many sufferers of dyspepsia,
sick headache, biliousness, constipa
tion, griping, etc. Your case is no dif
ferent you are a stomach sufferer,
though you may call It by sjuie other
name; your real and only trouble is
that which you eat does not digest, but
quickly ferments and sours, producing
almost any unhealthy condition.
A case of Pane's Diapepsin
will
cost fifty cents at any pharmacy here,
and will convince any. stomach sufferer five minutes after taking a single dose that fermentation and sour
stomach is causing the misery of In
digestion.
No matter If you call your trouble
catarrh of the stomach, nervousness
or gastritis, or by any other name
always remember that a certain cure
is waiting at any drug store the mo
ment you decide to begin its nse.
Pape's Diapepsin will regulate any
out of order stomach within five min
utes, and digest promptly, without
any fuss or discomfort all of any kind
of food you eat

BECAUSE A CHOIR FAILED
REV.
J. C. HATHAWAY HUNG
HIMSELF.

STRUGGLE

HOFELESS

ONE

Young Minister Worked In Vain to
Build
Up' Hit , Congregation- -A
Touching Story.

Maryville, Mo., Not. 19. The story
of an ambitious young Episcopal rector's struggle to build a new church
and increase the number of his parishioner's had a tragic ending here
early Wednesday morning. At daybreak a student passing under the
"Wabash railroad trestle that epans
a ravine in the suburbs of this town,
the seat of the Missouri tate Norm-al- v
saw the rector's body dangling
from a rope tied to a heavy beam.
A noose was around his neck and
the body swung In the wind. He wore
a long overcoat, buttoned closely
about his neck and his hat was on
his head, indicatingthat he tied the
rope on' the trestle, put the noose
around his neck and then lowered
until he came
himself hand over-hanto the end of the leash. Death was
caused by strangulation.
Jay C. Hathaway was the rector's
name and he was about 35 years old.
A year ago he came to Maryville
from Oak Park,' a suburb of Chicago,
where he had been assistant rector.
"With him came his bride. She was
1
x I
a tinea.
u
au Va
uc Ti.
Uiuaiu nnd
Irttiueu 111 M..nA
leal education. He was a student of
Greek and Latin. St' Paul's parish in
Maryville was small and the little
frame church had been closed for sev
eral weeks. Other rectors had tried.
LOCAL YOUNG MEN
it only to fail.
Congregation Numbered Only 20.
ORGANIZE GLEE CLUB
The young rector and his young
wife were ambitious, however, and
they entered the work with zeal. It
There was a large and enthusiastic
was a hard struggle. The communi- party of young men who met at the
cants - numbered only about twenty residence of Mrs. F, O. Blood last
ana wey aia uui
night and organized a glee club, which
Sometimes the rector would enter if this first meeting can be taken as
the pulpit and speak to pews nearly a criterion, will hn one of the moat
nil nmntv. But he persevered, noping nnt,nlar nreranlzatlnna fiver nnrffintwd
to tell ,n tne clty The prinlcpai object of
against hope. The strain began
on him. His hair grew prematurely the ciub ls mutual improvement and
T
anil unmet mi'9 h8 Wandered ana nlaII1ii-- a
la nmnniuJ A nnj r
rambled In his sermon, forgetting he musc at 0nce and begin rehearsals
church announcements and prayers of with the view of promoting the
' 'strongest and best musical society in
the service.
The few faithful parlsnioners no- - the territory,
ticed his strange mannerisms ana That there is sufficient musical
about them to each, other. ent inthe city to accomplish this pur-They were agreed among tnemseives poaa none Can a0Ubt. and that it will
that It was a useless struggle and be accomplished is evidenced by the
their business-Mke- x
manner In which the
that they would not renew
pledges for another year's expenses, yoifng men present conducted the first
This they told the rector and advised meeting. R. T. Long was elected
that the bishop send him to another president; Harry Lorenzen,
and close to St Paul's at Mary- - ident; R. W. Prentice, secretary; Or-rln Blood, corresponding secretary;
Tille for a time, at least
But the Rev. Mr. Hathaway fought Leon Guy, treasurer, and F. O. Blood,
against their decision and refused to business , manager. Messrs. L. H.
comply. He said he would succeed Peterson; Charles W. McAlister and
if they would hold out a little longer. S. R. Fenner were appointed a com- Thpn he arranged a plan for a big mittee to draft a constitution and by-church service. It was to be the har-- laws to govern the club. G. A. Smith,
vest home festival and was to mark S. R. Fenher andL LTH. Peterson were
an epoch in the history ft the church elected as a musical committee and
and the turning point to success. He instructed to secure music for the
nlnned an elaborate souvenir pro- - next meeting. L. H. Peterson willgrpn, special nwdc'and addresses by have charge of the club in the charRishon Atwill and the Rev. Henry acter of musical director, and S. K.
"Eckel, rector of Grace church in St. Fenner, pianist
Joseph and dean of the diocese. From1 Those present last night or having
their Intention to Join the
early in the morning until late at expressed
ciud were.
nieht he worked on his plan.
'
R- - T.
Long, F. O. Blood, O. L. Bishop,
Then, it beiran to crumple away.
s- - R- Fenner,
Harry Lorenzen, Orrin
tha nrlnted souvenir failed for
want of money to print it. It seemed Blood, Arthur Behringer, 1 H. Peterv.
w.
wu
rrenuce,
k.
with
met
Bn,
smiling,
ambition
and
wnrk
hu
Guy,
little response. But he had left a "am Springer, G. A. Smith, Leon
Wittenj, Carlos Dunn, Charles
song service with which he hoped to Lefe
and Will Hasty. The
ni
Arm. ThA leader of the w - McAlister will"
beheld at the same
choir in the Christian church and the nfxt meeting
P'ace
ne"
evening. Anyone
luesoay
htm
there.
to
help
choir men promised
." not there last night and
He choose an anthem, "Praise Te, the'
wishes to Join the club is earnestly
i
nf th rhnir was requested to meet with the boys next
All who can sing are
called. It was the final practice for Tuesday night.
invited.
of
work
life's
in
the
eventful
the
day
the hopeful rector. Only ten of thei
Sick Headache
choir men responded, for
twenty-fiv- e
This
disease results from
distressing
of
The
director
it wm a rainy night.
a disordered condition of the stomach
the choir told him it would be im o n H e.ar hfl inraA hv falrlno- PttamliaN.
possible with so little practice to sing laJn.s 8tomacn and LiVer Tablets. Get
the anthem. That meant tne raiiure a free 8ampie at an dealers, and try it
of his ambition that he hoped the
home festival would be and that he -' Some people would cry over milk
'i
even before it is spilled.
need nQt come to speak.
.
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RHEUMATISM

ONJALD

IN BIG SUIT
SAMUEL N. DEDRICK WOULD
COVER 25,000 ACRE8
.,' OF LAND.

BRAND

THAT COSTS NOTHING
IF IT FAILS TO DO AS
CLAIMED.

A REMEDY

RE-

Resorcin is one of the latest a nd7
s
most effective
discovered by science, and In connection with Beta Naphthol, also a
FILES QUIT CLAIM DEED powerful antiseptic, 'a combination
ris formed which destroys the germs
which rob the hair of its nutriment
Socorro Resident Takes First Step and thus creates a clean and healthy
Towards Securing Title to Vast condition of the scalp, which prenew
the development of
Domain in Huerfano, Las Animas vents
germs,
and Bent Counties in Colorado.
Pilocarpine is a well known agent
for restoring the hair to its natural
eviis
Pueblo, Colo., Nov.
color, where the loss of color has
dently the first step toward legal
been due to a disease. Vet it is not
to recover 25,000 acres of a coloring matter or dye.
land in Pueblo, Huerfano, Las Animas
The famous Rexall '93" Hair
and Benb counties, known as the Vigil Tonic is chiefly composed of Reand St Vrain grant, was taken here sorcin, Beta
Naphthol and Piloyesterday, when G. B. Raymond fifed carpine, combined with pure alcowith the county clerk a quit claim hol ' because of its cleansing and
deed to the land given byC. H. Wat-kin- s antiseptic qualities. It makes the
of Cuyahoga, Ohio, to Samuel N.
scalp healthy, nourishes the hair,
Dedrick of Socorro, N. M. The boun- revitalizes the roots,, supplies hair
daries of the land are not given and nourishment and stimulates a new
it is probable that a portion of South growth.
.
Pueblo is Included in the grant
We want you to try a few bottles
According to the deed, the Vigil of Rexall "93" Hair Tonic on our
and Sts Vrain grant was made by Gov- personal guarantee
that the trial
ernor Armljo, December 9, 1843, and will not cost you a penny if it does
Watklns says in the deed that he has not give you absolute satisfaction.
a perfect title' in fee simple to the That's
proof of our faith In this
land. The deed is dated in July of remedy and it should indisputably
1888" and
the consideration is given demonstrate that we know what
as $1,000.
we are talking about when we say
Mr. Raymond Is an attorney who that Rexall. "M" Hair Tonic will
represents Dedrick. He said yester- grow hair on bald heads, except of
day that the deed has never been course where baldness has been of
filed in Pueblo county, but had been such long duration that the roots of
filed in other counties in which the the hair are entirely dead, the
grant lies. He refused to say whether follicles closed and grown ever, and
any steps would be taken to secure the scalp is glazed.
possession of the property, but , Remember, we are basing our
showed much interest m the subject statements upon what has already
of land grants, with which southern been accomplished by the use of
Colorado was1 covered by the Mexi- Rexall "93" Hair Tonic, and we
cans. Mr. Raymond indicated, how- have the
right to assume that what
ever, that the deed was not placed on it has done for hundreds of others
file, for nothing, and that anyone who it will do for you. In any event
cared to could speculate as to the you cannot lose anything by giving
f
purpose.
it a trial .on our liberal guarantee
Mr. Raymond attempted to find from Two
sizes, 50 cents and $1.00.
the' Pueblo county records the exact Remember,-yocan obtain Rexall
location of the grant, but stated that Remedies in East Las Vegas only at
be had failed in this effort.
our store, The Rexall Store. E. G.
Mr. Raymond has gone to Las AniMurphey.
mas county, but expects to return to
Pueblo in a few days and continue his
The thing that convinces a woman
work of looking up the records per her husband Is a financier is for him
taining to the deed.
to win a $$25 bet and buy her 50 cents'
worth of flowers out of It
The Value of Proprietary Medicines
ls proven by the very large percentage Croup Cured and a Child's Life Saved
of physicians' prescriptions for the
"It affords me great pleasure to add
same remedies found In every drug my testimony to that of the thousands
store in America, but as
writ who, have been benefited by Chamber
ten in LatlriMw patients realize this aln's Cough Remedy. My child; An
drew, when only three years old, was
taken with a severe attack; of croup,
The old standard proprietary inoul and thanks to the
prompt use of Cham
cines like Lydia E. Plnkham's Vege berlain's Cough Remedy
his life was
table Compound, that have stood the saved and today he is a robust and
test of time,' deserve a place in every healthy boy," says Mrs. A. Coy, Jr.,
family medicine chest, and it isvmost of San. Antonio, Texas. This remedy
certain they would not be' prescribed nas neen in use for many years
of mothers keep it at hand
by physicians if they were able to de Thousands
and it has never been known to fail.
vise a formula equally as efficacious
For sale by all dealers.

(Hickory Smokccl)

bams:& Bacon

germ-killer-

(

-

Have the finest flavor
They surpass ALL OTHER
BRANDS
If your grocer

does not

CHARLES ILFELD

keep them '
he will
order.them
for yovi

-

COUPillY

-

Wholesalers of
General
NTei-clieiinc- ll

Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing a Specialty.
Mail Orders Promptly Filled.

r

and &

IELLV'

GROSS,
J

(Inoorpoi'Mted)

WHOLESALE TJERG IIAUTO
mndDoaiormlq
jHIDES
WOOL,
and PELTS
Hom0M

Emt I
Mm

Mm,

Vogma, N.M.,

Pooom,
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Mm,

'

at

,

Albuquorquo,

loffMf,

Mm

Mm,

Mm

M.,

Tuoumoai-I- ,

TfMdad, Colorado
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DAM WAGONS,
RAGIXE-SATTL-

I

er

When' a man is in trouble he is al
ways full of sympathy for himself.

RIO GRANDE AFTER
NEW MEXICO

ROAD

Young Girls Are Victims
of headache, as' well as older women,

NAVAJO

TiX&EtS
'.

J'lyai'

in

hi

iiu'i.'ujCT-,-

'

;

Retail:: Prices:
a.ooo

lb., or more, each delivery, 20c per too lbs.
to

1,000 lbs.,

3,000 lbs.; each

lbs.
delivery, 25c per
to 1,000 lbs., each delivery,
30c per 100 lbs I
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., each delivery, 40c
100 lbs.
Less than 50 lbs., each delivery, 50c perper
100 lbs.

200 lbs.,

AQUA
'

100

PURA COMPANY
a

Browne &

tazanam

.

.

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the
aunty and lasting qualities of which have made Las Vee--

but all get quick relief and prompt famous. Office:
701 Douglas avenue.
:
Denver, Colo., Nov. 19. The rail cure from Dr. King's New Life Pills,
roads belonging to the Gould system the world's best remedy for sick and,
are preparing to begin an active cam nervous headaches. They make Dure
X
and strong nerves and build up
paign for trade in Central America, blood,
health.
Try them. 25c at all
which will be hauled out of that coun your
druggists.
try and to the United States entirely
by rail. This business in the past
The favorite poem of the actress is
has largely gone through) Puerto "Twinkle, twinkle, little star."Barrios, Guatemala, to New Orleans,
by way of the United Fruit Steam
WHOLESALE GROCERS
FOR STOMACH AGONY
ship company, but an effort will be
x
made to divert It north through Mex
SMdi iAd Stedtrt
ico and into the United States at
Ask E. G. Murphey About
It
Laredo, Tex.
Gives Relief In Five Minutes.
.
Wool, Hides and Pelts.
The National Railways of Mexico,
All kinds of Native Products. '
in which the government is a big
He will tell you that he guarantees
'
Grain Sacks, Hay Presses.
Na
stockholder; the Tehuantepec
.
a
to relieve promptly and cure
tional railway and the Vera Cruz &
of
Wholesalers
Medicine's.
Drugs and Patent
permanently all diseases of the stom
Pacific are working in conjunction ach
and indigestion, or he will return
High Explosives, Fuse and Caps.
with the Gould lines to bring about
,
your money.
these changes. The International &
Have you gas on stomach?
Great Northern will receive this busi
Headquarters in
a
Territory fzr
One
tablet and the misery
ness at Laredo and will distribute is ended.
it among the various lines belonging
Are you bilious, dizzy or nervous?
to the Gould system. This road cross
a
tablets will put you right in
es the Texas & Pacific, the Missouri a
day; give relief In 10 minutes.
Pacific, the St. Louis, Iron Mountain
Now, dear reader, don't go on suf
& Southern and the
and fering with stomach trouble. Be fair
Wabash
through" them the Denver & Rio to yourself; throw aside prejudice and
Grande, making it a connecting link try
It is a great doctor's
FUU UKE Of MEXICAN CCIE"
for each of the Gould roads.
prescription. No doctor ever wrote a
It is expected that this move will better one.
ultimately result in the Denver
And money, back from E. G.
Rio Grande being built south to a Murphey if you don't say
a
Is
Mexican "'connection. It ls known that worth, Its weight in gold. Sold by
such plans have been considered dur leading druggists everywhere, but in
ing the past few years and that a deal East Las Vegas by E. G. Murphey,,BO TSSSSSSSSSSSSS"
was nearly , consummated Just before cents a large box. Te3t sample free
the recent fanlc, which would have from Booth's
Buffalo, N. Y.
furnished the desired outlet NegotiMrs. Mary Hutchinson says: "Pains
ations were conducted between Presi- and distress in my stomach and a
dent E. T. Jeffrey of the Denver ft general stomach complaint was en
Rio Grande and Pittsburg capitalists tirely cured for me bv the use of two
for the 'purchase of the' New Mexico boxes of
and I have no hesiCentral, with the object in view of tation in recommending its nse." 508
extending it to a connection with the Pearl Street, Ypallanti. Mich., DecemTexas & Pacific. The deal fell through ber 19, 1908.
'
at the time, but the New Mexico
road Is now financially involved and
it may be taken over by the Rio
Grande.
i
-
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Rheumatism is in reality an internal inflammation; a diseased condition of the blood cells which supply the nourishment and strength necessary
to sustain our bodies. The disease is caused by an excess of uric acid in
the blood, which comes from indigestion, weak kidneys, constipation, and
other irregularities of the system. This urio acid produces an inflamed
and acrid condition of the blood, and the circulation, instead of nourishing
the different portions of the body, continually, deposits into the muscles,
acid with which
nerves. Joints and bones, the irritating and
symptoms of Rheumatism.
it is filled. Then follow the painful and torturingmore
than a first class blood
We do not claim for S. S. S. that it is anything
purifier, and that is Just what is needed to cure Rheumatism. S. S. S. goes
into the circulation, and by neutralizing the urio acid and driving it from
the blood, effectually and surely removes the cause of Rheumatism. S.S.S.
strengthens and Invigorates the blood so that instead of a weak, sour
stream, causing pain and agony throughout the system, it becomes an
invigorating, nourishing fluid, furnishing health and vigor to every portion
,
of the body, and permanently relieving the suffering caused by Rheumatism.
will not injure the most delicate system.
There is wisdom to Mad In the Cures
8.S.S. is purely vegetable andmedical
catarrh
advice free to all who write.
Book on Rheumatism and any
Bible: folly in the check book; insan- breathe it in. ' or money back. Jnsi
Complete outfit, including
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA. ity in the love letter,
uuuuer!, jiraa Domes owj. irnggista.
Mi-o-n- a,

pain-produci-

Virginia
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Thosa who have watched the rapid
development of New Mexico closest

,

- Optic Publishing Company

are strongest in the belief that in
spite of the wonderful transformation
i that has taken place, the territory is
incoepobatsd
yet in its infancy. What has already
M. M. PADGETT..
.EDITOR been ' accomplished i&- - quite., enough
to attfadt widespread attention, but it
Is indeed u.,BmalL improvement: when
compared to the possible results, so
broad and unlimited are. the opporr
Entered at the Postotfice at East tunlties afforded.
Las Vegas, N. M., as second-clas- s
In the future" development we must
matter.
agree that the most important work
,
lies in' settling the territory with a
desirable class of farmers, men who
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION
are financially able to own homes, or
DaMy.
at least who are sufficiently versed
rear by Carrier...
i
$7.00 in modern farming to be classed
i,.
.vionth by Carrier
..... .65 among the progressive elements of
V,"eek by Carrier.........
.20 that vocation. With the proper settling of New Mexico by this class of
Weekly
will naturally and quite easily
year
2.oo people
,,
come'' greater cities, mora railroads
Six Months . . . ;
1.00
and advanced improvements, for upon
the number of people and the. business
A WORD OF COUNSEL.
furnished must necessarily depend
these advancements.
For many years Las Vegas has had
Towns may be builded and railway
. unenviable reputation as a town
may be extended, but these things will
distantly torn by Internal strife and never bring the prosperity to which
mssenslon. It is not for us to say, at the
is justly entitled and
this time, whether or no that reputa upon territory
which it must depend for sustlon Is well or 111 deserved, and so we tenance In the long run. There is still
limit ourselves to a statement of the one thing lacking, .and that is the
tact as it exists.
doubling of the number of farmers.
Whatever may be the truth' or un To secure this condition it is necestruth of the fact, it cannot be denied sary, first, to demonstrate to the
that the advancement, progress and farmers of other states that New Mexmaterial development of the twin ico soil is more productive than the
towns have been hindered, delayed soil of their present localities, a mator obstructed by eome cause. It ter to which every New Mexican is
seems t6 be the fate of the commun- - willing to agree, but In proof of which
Ity to miss, for some reason or other, comparatively few can furnish trust'
the re lization of whatever we may worthy evidence.
av i i at any particular time. The
By a close study and a careful ex'
tL
ninks It can touch, partially ercise of the principles of scientific
",.
upon the real and underlying farming, however we may convince
si
all of this. Never yet in the the world of the truthfulness of our
lii
of the community have its
assertion. The price of lands, which
been as one man either in favor is now less than
f
or even
of or against any project or local
of what is asked in a majority
'
policy.of the northern states, is not a matter
Now-- , citizens of East and West Las of so
s
great importance when the
Vegas, lathe time time to make mani
have witnessed the harvestfest that you want the community to ing of such crops that have been
grow that you want your own pri- grown in some instances by Intensive
vate business to grow; that you want cultivation of the soil; and within
new- blood and nsw5 capital to come a period of a
very few years, if inemamongst you. The ay in which, you tensive methods be regularly
can show this is by standing behind ployed, we may demand greater prices,
'
the Grant board and insisting that prices which are in keeping with the
they fight to the last ditch to clear true value of our properties, but nr
tip the title to the waters of the. Gal until we have demonstrated
their
Unas river.. Speak a good word to worth in dollars and cents, as have
X the members of the
board; promise the farmers of other countries where
'
them at least your moral support and land prices many times larger than
ft assistance. In this we can act as a our prices are now readily realized.
unit, on at least one very Important
Advertising will help to a great ex'
J.
question.
tent as it has in the past, but no
'"
TV.
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GREAT MILLINERY SALE
Going Out of Bucinoaa

1

--

READ THE LABEL
Buy only baking pow-

der whose label indicates cream of tartar

,

i

1

Pickard China has long since proved its artistic
worth and is sought everywhere by those who
ornamental. We
appreciate the beautiful and
China at
j line of this
carry a most complete
V'V' T'" '.'.;,,
very .reasonable prices Ma
desirable pieces
a
number
We have also added
in decorated
both
stock
our
of Lenox; China to
and blank pieces for hand painting.

amount of advertising, regardless of
the price asked by the land owners,
will bring, the results which may be
had through the prosecution of intensive methods of producing results.
The farmer who gives this question
the proper study and who determines
to profit by its teachings willf then,
not only add greatly to his own an
nual. income; at the same time making his lands more valuable, but he
will add to the influences which will
more readily 'than any other method
induce settlers from other states and
' '
other countries.
Results will speak for themselves in
farming as in other lines of business,
and the man who becomes an intenai-fie- r
may confidently expect the public
to place a higher value upon his
property than upon that of his neighbor who is less thoughtful, for the
reason that his holdings are considered more valuable by reason of their
;''
Increased power of production.

pi?
SUGAR BEETS
SHIPPED TO REFINERY

vpRiS

,

shipment of sugar beets was
the Las Vegas Sugar
Beet Growers' association from this
city to the Holly Sugar Beet Refining
company of Swink, Colo., The ship
ment weighed in the neighborhood of
50,000 pounds.
A

made today by

The order of the Knights of Colum
bus has a great deal of work sched
of November
uled for the evening
28th. There will be work in the third
degree and in all there will be thirty
candidates put through. The candi
dates come nrinclDallv from Albu
querque, Santa Pe, Raton and Trinidad. There will also be a few local
candidates,
f

Everything In Stock at Cost

509 Sixth Street
FOR
WITH PRISONER

PROBATE CLERK MEETS
WITH PAINFUL ACCIDENT

SHERIFF LEAVES

Lorenzo Delgado, clerk of the probate court is hobbling around today
as the result of an injury sustained
just above the knee of the right leg.
Mr. Delgado was delivering a hunt
ing license late Wednesday evening
to Juan Silva, leaving his horse on
the outside unhitched, thinking the
animal would stand but on returning
to the street again he found that the
animal had started away. Mr. Delgad-starte- d
to' run after thes horse on a
dead run and ran into a large stone
in front of W. E. Gortner's home on
the Plaza. It was some time before
he was able to regain his feet owing to the injury he sustained, but
he succeeded in stopping his horse.
The injury while not very serious
at the present time, is very painful
and will be for some days to come.

Sheriff Bibbins left on No. 8 laat
night, having in custody Ray Thompson, who Is wanted in Hillsdale, Mich.,
on the charge of grand larceny and
the abandonment of his child. Mrs.
Thompson who accompanied her husband to Las Vegas from Michigan,
did not accompany her husband east,
but will remain in Laa
Vegas.
She feels certain that he will be ac- quitted of both charges.

MICHIGAN

REALTY
TRANSFER RECORDED
One of the most important realty
transfers that has taken place for
some time, was made yesterday when
Obaid Maloof, the Bridge street mer--.
chant, purchased the A. J. Vena property, Jocated next to the Maloof
property on Bridge street and which
is now occupied by the H, O. Brown'
:ho Is too much of a
The fellow
A girl Is born completely educated Trading company. The consideration
coward to steal takes it. out in bor- how to handle men.
was $3,000.
rowing and forgetting to pay back.
IMPORTANT

-

--

v

fiKssh Doautliul Linens

1

'n

Thanksgiving Sale

'

72-in- ch

72-inc-

h

Bleached Damask,
regular 90c yard. ; Special
all-Lin-

......

Linen Satin Damask,, reg- Special...ugular$1.0Q yard.
'

65C

.. .

Just received a shipment of these goods that should have
been here two weeks ago, but on account of the great demand for these goods, the manufacturer was unable to ship
ours any sooner. You will find a splendid lot

at reduced prices.

Auto Coat Sweater.
$4.85
Special
$4.00 Coat Sweaters, cardinal, white and Oxford
...........$3.48
$6.00

VJhito Waioio

$3.00

Coat Sweaters.

.$25

Coat Sweaters. .$1.98
$2.00 Misses' Coat Sweaters
.....$1.35
$2.50

'

all-arou-

--

80c

......

-

$1.50,
'

-

Specially Priced

Goat Sivoatcro

Hundreds of them all fresh and charming. Simple yet effective
'styles; for really insignificant prices. We have provided a table,
placed it in a convenient place marked each waist assorted the
waist buying oppor
sizes, makine choosine easy. An
tunity, which leaves no excuse for a shortage in your waist supply.
.98c
KM Waists ....
$1.25 Waista..fV....4..
;

Linen Satin Damask, reg- ular,$l. 25 value.- Special-...- .

Specially Priced

.

"

72-in-

Women'; Misses' mnd Chlljlnen'9

An event offering values out of the ordinary; prices way below
regular; savings worth coming for. It's spirated sale of immense
stocks of choice New Winter Merchandise and all the year staples
at rare price inducements.
You can better judge the issue by investigating these offeringsValues tell the tale Sale now on.

j"

Thanksgiving and snowy white Linens are as inseparable as
the Thanksgiving: Dinner and the big Turkey Gobbler. Every
good housekeeper, associates NEW Linens with Thanksgiving: but she seldom associates fine Linens with such
amazingly low prices as we have marked them in this
Thanksgiving Sae. We show beautiful new patterns in
Table Cloths, FlerDeLis, Polka Pot, Rose, Carnation, and
plain centers. Njapkins to match. Prices follow:

Gcacona&ic Merchandise

85C

-

$1,75

WalBtsi)..,.
Vi

--

'

-

$1-1- 0

v

$2.pJIlwalgta71.jr.v
tv, ............

$2.50 Waists;

$3.60

Waists "

$4.00 Waists
$5.00 Waists

$19

$6.50

Waists

..

..

.,,

.

j...fV

:.'Ji.. ti. .

'.j.$2.78

,,0$2,98
.;.

i. .$4.95

;

4

BARGAIN

In Children's, and Misses' Unto
Manufacturers Samples all in good condition a large and
varied assortment from which to select all made for the
present season's selling, red hats, blue, grey, white, brown,
tan, trimmed in braid or plain.
50c Hats
39C
$1.00 Hats
.....oac
i
. vi;
i,
65c Hats
. . . i'. 45c
$1.25 .Hats
...,75c. .
.

Linen

J

San

Pamask, reg- -'
ular $1.50 value. Special

72-in-

72-in- ch

.

Linen Satin Pamask, $1.75
value.. Special. ,".

..........

65c Linen Damask

'

'

,

'

.

colored..
:.-.--

-.

SpeJ'l.i...
I. aliN.

1

Linen, Hucks, Satin Pamask and Turkish new stock

'

I

ft nc
.......... flifaU
tk

"

'

towels

... ?!.00

;

,

X

50c

; 'i

121-2- c
Towels
15c. Towels ..
171-2- c
Towels
20c Towels ..

.

..9c JSC Towels

,27c

40c Towels
45c Towils

......32c
......36c

..11c
,.14c
..16c
..18c

25c Towels,...
30c Towels ..

.23c

50c

Towels

65c Towels
75c

Towels

,

43c
50c

......63c

Trrrr

The

t

.

j0f.'-xz- 3,

ai.h.Wn;.r "r

"f'
13.70

O

.

'

'
-

Napkins... 52:

,22,
Sx22r t

I

IJ.OO.

'
'r

-

A

ms

"Napkins:

22x22, $4
23x22,. f4Xi

"l

of s'

:

F
mi

mum,..!

Napkins... .$2.45
.

t

St o r e of Quality

-

.$2.75

-

:

E.LasVegas.

.50c

$1.60 JHatj
11"

.J.

i

,

...95c

f

fJen'a Underwear
A blue Derby ribbbed Garment;1 very elastic, rib""' i'W 9ti':i'
a bed ankle and
cuffs, 50c value. Special,; garment Q"w:TR
Cooper's Spring. Needle ecrucolc, reinforcedeams?, double
)f,:; seat drawers, very clasticgoad and strong,
(in
I.UlJ
sold all over at $1.25. Special.....

Napkins... $3.40
Kdpk18...$8.75

75c Hate

N.M.

Sale of Boys' Suits.
Sale of Boys? Underwear.
Sale of Men's Shirts.

LA3 VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
wiU make her home with her son, C.
W. Winger who is the agent for the

Trustworthy

J

methods during the
many years of our
dealings have proven

'

I'

the wisdom vof trad- ing with us. While
working

rness

Jor,

a busi- -

Rock Island system at Okarche. Mrs. IGYEnCERSPECIALO
Winger was suffering with rheumatism upon arrival here, but leaves,
THE HOSE1NTIIA.L
1
much improved in health.
FUItMTUKE CO.
Gomez
Pulo
visited the city today
from Penasco Blanco, getting his taxLiitle Prices
Big Store
es paid up to date.
Jose Dolores VigU the well known
,
OPPOSITE
sheepman and farmer from the Pen'
aseo Blanco country, was it the Meadow City today attending to some
business at the county tax 'collector's
,

v, t'"

'we have been
working for a repu-- I
tation; we have
ed it and it will be
upheld. Every deal
with us is a satisfac-- . ,,
, tory, deal we gua- - t
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CUNNINGHAM, President.
FRANK SPRINGER, Vice President.
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O. T. HOSKINS, Cashier.
F. B. JANUARY, Aist Cashier.

Alfredo Geoff rion was in town to- 35o For the 50c Hodge Fibre
i
" day from his ranch at. San Geronimo
Carpets. Only atI
.
and reported the cattle in excellent
THE ROSENTHAL
O
condition to pass the winter.
I
Mr.
Geoffrion also settled for his taxes
THE INSIDE WORKINGS
For the 75c square yard
while In the city.
rantee that.
Printed
Linoleum.
at
Bruno Romero of La Cuesta was a
Only
of your mind isn't more active than the "inside" workings of
this bank.
visitor in the city today attending to
THE ROSENTHAL
business matters.
WINTERS DRUG CO.
activity of money growing through
R. Shoemaker was in town today
For. 100-pieAustrain
O
3
Main
from
his
Buena
China-PinceiVista
Ranch
market
Telephone
Sets, '''
'
Wonderful thing in itself. That's what- happens it, O
a
is
some sweet cider.
ing
.
.
.
.
.
.
17.56
4
$
BRIDGE STREET
woc.ar.j4,
;
though, when you
Edward J. McWenle boarded No
10
AND
For:
afternoon
TELEPHONE
WE DELIVER
this
for a business trip
?7,50 Dinner Sets
BEGIN A SAVINGS ACCOUNT AT THIS SAVINGS BANK
'
to Watrous.
Only at
Bank your savings here and get rich.
W. G. Ogle returned this morning
PERSONALS
THE
ROSENTHAL
on the California limited from an
extended trip to Oklahoma points.
All Haviland Open Stock Dinner
Miss Julell Sheean returned ' this
Leon Pinard, uncle of Chas. Tram-bleWare Patterns at One-Fift- h
OFFICE WITH
afternoon from her short visit to her
of the Ludwtg Ilfeld firm, was
-- v
Off...;
claim near Watrous.
in the city yesterday from his ranch ,
A. Ludi, who looks after the con below Las Vega.
For Smith' s Axmins-te- r
crete Interests of the Santa Fe, came Winsor Nelson and S. I Fisher
9xl2-fee- t
seamless Rugs
in from the north this afternoon.
and family returned this morning to
worth $35.00. Only at
Clifford McClanahan returned this their homes at Mineral Hill.
COPPER MAGNATES PASS
E. C. Crampton, ' the well known
afternoon from Nolan, where he has
THROUGH THE CITY
been in the interest of his claim at attorney of Raton, was in the city
that place.
today attending to legal s matters Is
of the
C. M. McNeill, president
:'
"Candy Jones" with his sample connection with the district court..
D. C.
and
Conner
Utah
company
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
cases of "sweets," boarded No. 1 this Juan Pablo Aragon was in the city
and
general
today from Cebolla, on a purchasing fHE BIG STORE LITTLE PRICES Jackling, of this
afternoon for points further south.
great corporation,
manager
came
down
trip.
lieahy
Attorney Jerry
the city this afterthrough
passed
Luciano
on
a
Gate
afternoon
from the
City this
Trujlllo,
wealthy farmer
HAHKETREPORTS.
noon in their private car "Cyprus,"
v and cattle grower from Apache
legal business.
en route to Garden City, Kans. Others
Theo. N. Espy, a special agent, of Springs, was in the city today look
in the party were Charles Haydeh,
the general land office with headquar- ing after the payment of his taxes. New York, Nov. 19. Lead steady,
of the Hayden Stone com4.37
Copper quiet, stand- president
ters in Santa Fe, boarded an east' Mrs. Dillaon Masterson, acompan- 428 Grand Ave. Ovmr Lorenzen'm
New
of
York; Sherwood Aid-ricbound train for Raton, this afternoon. ied by Miss Gibb, returned last eve- ard, 13.251-2- ; Dec. 13.356S. Silver, pany
Consolidatof
the
Ray
50
president
Bam Levy, a former resident of Las ning from her trip to England. Mrs.
ed Copper company; J. H. Waters,
Vegas, and well known in these parts, Masterson who resides on a large
president of the Cripple Creek lines;
19.
Nov.
WooSt
between
in
was a visitor the city today
Louis, Mo.,
ranch at Watrous, N. M., has been
lW.
Hlnckel Smith, a capitalist of Philtrains, en route from his home in Den- absent from America just a year. She Market unchanged. Territory and
K. R. Babbitt general manver to .Albuquerque.
expects to return soon to Watrous. western mediums, 24(3za; nne me adelphia;
Utah Copper company's
of
the
ager
Sam F. Dutton, manager of the
While in the city Mrs. Masterson and diums, 2226; fine, 1420.
interests in Arizona, and R. A. F.
hotel in Denver, was a passenger Miss Gibb are registering at the Cas
Nov. 19. Wheat, Dec, Penrose, Jr., a brother of U. S. SenChicago,
through the city this afternoon, en taneda hotel.
108
' New arrivals
May 105
Corn, Dec. 59 8 ator Boles Penrose, of Pennsylvania,
route to El Paso, Texas.
at the New Optic
The STAR HEAT MARKET WINTER IS CLOSE AT
and a well known geologist.
60! May 61
Oats, Dec. !
Mrs. C. H. Stewart and little daugh- hotel are Chas." Hanson, of Chicago,
two
about
Lake
The party left Salt
May 413-4- ;
Pork, Jan. 20.72 2
ter Elizabeth Francis, left on an af III., and W. O. Hoffman, of Kansas
May 19.85. Lard, Nov. 13.15; Jan weeks ago and have been on a genternoon train for Newton, Kans., City.
Will have in a nice stook of
11.87
HAND
Ribs, Jan. 10.60; May, eral tour of inspection, going first to
where Mrs. Stewart will visit for three C. E. Hays, Denver, Colo., and
Ducks, Geese and
Turkeys,
and
10.37
througn
California
returning
a,
months as the guest of her father, E. Pryor, Phalean City; Colo., are re
Thankstime
for
in
the
Chickens,
Arizona and New Mexico in which
giving trade.
cent arrivals at the El Dorado.
Henry Showalter.
New York, Nov. 19. Call money, two territories tnese gentlemen
this
The calendar says so and the
Mrs. Archie Talley departed
John Bell was a visitor in the city 21-2Take a look at them, and at
6
cent. Prime mercantile are interested in copper mines.
afternoon for Kansas City, where he today from Watrous registering at paper, per
the same time, take a look at the
Cent. .Mexican dol arrival at Garden City, Kans., the
per
lone evenincs com firm it.
new machine, and see how nice
will visit fpr some time as the giiest the El Dorado hotel.
43c Amalgamated, 95
Mr. Jackling
lars,
'and
disband
Atchi
will
party
s
lunch
it
your baeon,
of her Barents. who reside in that
New names appearing on the regli son, 120
y:
But that shouldn't
in
New York
133
nrin rfitnrn to his1 headquarters
ham, etc .
ter at the Castaneda hotel today are Southern Pacific, 1301-8- ; Central,
.
city.
Union
Pa
Salt Lake City.
fl one fed sad.
Thinlci&iA
A. H. Harris, grips in hand, board- H. B. Jamison, Albuquerque; R. E. cific, 204
fa"
steel, 90
preferred - The vnrivate car -- ."Cyprus" is the
ed a train this afternoon for Chicago, Curry and C. J.. Dillon, Denver; J. G, 121-2- .
:?-McNeill
Messrs.
of
property
private
OH ft tWO Weeks' tVlV)
cnair and the cheery fire.
- Foot, J. J. Cannon, S. T. Staines,
nrhapa
NO DANGER FROM THE
ti li . i j Inn n
Da
'
tre
?:
and Jackling and is used by them as
In ia Interest of important land New York City; G. H. McDonough and
An
19.
Nov.
4,000,
USE OF MILK BOTTLES
Chicago,
Cattle,
car. The car Is a solid
What
more
business
a
pleasant?
R. M. Lawton, St. Paul, Minn.; J. P, Market weak. Beeves
business.
Texas steel affair and the only one of Its
$49.25;
Luis and Localdo Tapia, merchants Conover, Chicago, 111.; E, C. Carpen steers, $3.754.25; western steers,
We have the chair-deeIt la generally known and always
yield
kind ever built by the Pullman Pal
at La Lindre, were in the city today ter, Raton; A. J. McDonald and Mrs. $4.257.50; stockers and feeders, ace
An Optic representa- has been understood that J. P. Gey- Car
company.
ing",
and
,
Anna
restful,
supplies.
Lo3
purchasing
Angeles, Calif.
Myers,
$3.955.30; cows and heifers, 2.10
tive in an Interview with Mr. Jack er does and always has run a sani
R. R. Lumley, traveling accountant
E. T. Plowman, the genial manager 5.70; calves, $6.258.75.
Chairs for every conceivable pur-pos- e,
was ' Informed that the presl
ling,
Alof the Castaneda hotel, returned this
for the Santa Fe, came up from
Hogs 18,000. Market steady. Light, dent of the Pullman Car company tary dairy, but ha wishes to impress
train.
an
afternoon
on
afternoon from an eastern trip ex 7.708.1Q; mixed, $7.758.25;. heavy,
for any room in the house.
buquerque
It was the finest car of upon the minds of bis customers that
P. N. Wilcox, telegraph operator at tending over thirty days. While in the $7.758.25; rought, $7.757.90; good stated that
Mr. Jackling also there is absolutely no danger of con Also the cheerful
ever
built
kind
its
Los Cerrillos, passed through the city east Mr. Plowman visited In New to choice heavies, $7.908.25; pigs,
stove, of quality
stated to Thj Optic reporter that he tracting any disease by the use of
this afternoon en route to Tipton Tork, Boston, Chicago and Kansas' $6.10 7.70; bulk of sales, 7.958.20. was a distant
his
bottles.
bottle
is
Every
thorough
and durability, at reasonable
relative of Jefferson
ville, where he will resume his
City.
Sheep 10,000. Market steady. Na Raynolds of this city, being related ly sterilized with steam by' the use
as telegraph operator.
of a sterilizing oven, manufactured price.
Asa and Mark Pease, Woodstock, tive, $2.905.10; western, $35.10
''!""'..
to the latter by marriage.
J. A. Kelley and wife, who have la.; A. M. Riper, Oswego, Kans.;
for that purpose. All milk bottles are
lambs,
native,
$5.256.50;
yearlings,
You may pay justabout any
been spending a week in the city from D. Rhodes, Los Animas, Colo.; F. C.
placed in this air tight oven,
western, $57.40.
steam turned on and they are heat
Chicago, left this afternoon for Santa Slavin, Hebron, 111.; Cook Ely, Fort
JUVENILE PRISONER
ed to the boiling point temperature price you like, but you CAN'T
Fe, where they will remain a few Morgan, Colo.; are new arrivals In
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 19. Cattle,
weeks.
for one half hour or more. Geyer al pay more than you
the city, registering at La Pension 5,000, including 8000 southerns. Mar
ought
so keeps a tested dairy herd.
Mrs. Harriet Rizer, of Albuquerque, hotel.
(Continued from Page 1)'
ket steady. Native steers, $4.80
We
are
for
statement
The
above
waiting
arrived in the city on, No. 2 this af
of
facts
are
you to call
B. S. Hale who left the city about 8.50; southern
steers, $3.405.25
moments before the correct
ternoon and is stopping at La Pen- three weeks ago, accompanying Ro- southern cows, $2.r54; native cows pleted only a few
'
and ask questions'.
.
officer.
J. P. GEYER.
sion hotel. She will be here several bert Colvin to New York City, has and heifers, $2.256; stockers and arrival of the
"I wish I had kept on going," said
work.
of
her
interest
In
the
Subscribed and sworn to before me
returned to Las Vegas. Mr. Colvin feeders, $3.255.10; bulls, $2.754.10 Holstern, when the deputy told him
days
Attorney John A. Pace, wfio rep- will be remembered by many Las calves,' $5.407.50; western steers, to start on his hike to the county jail, this 13th day of November, A. D.,
1909.
resented George Snell, convicted of Vegans as a patient at the Las Vegas J25.75; western cows, $2.754.50. If I had
C,
SOIl
just kept going the way. I
subornation of perjury in the district hospital, having come here from the
FRANK B. JANUARY,
Hogs 10,000. Market steady. Bulk was I'd ba going
(Seal.)
yet"
court here, returned last night to his east for the benefit of his health of sales, $7.758.50; heavy, 88.10
Public.
Notary
Holstern declared that he would
home ia Clayton.
and at the time of his departure from packers and butchers, $6.608.10 not have cared If the shot the sheriff
; 623 DOUGLAS AVE.
f the this city was not expected to live light, $7.457.95; pigs, $67.35. ,
Carl Ecklund, proprietor
fired at him had hit him. "I wanted
FREEI
FREEI
FREE!
"Ecklund hotel at Clayton, who has until he reached- his home In New
Sheep 5,000. Market steady. Mut to get away and I was taking .the
been in Las Vegas for several days York. Mr. Colvin was in the ctrcu tons, $4.255.50; lambs, $67.50 chance," said Holstern. "I didn't care
Madame Mace, clairvoyant astrolo- MADAME MACE. CLAIRVOYANT
appearing as a witness for the de- lation department of the New York range wethers and yearlings, $4.40 whether he hjjt me or not."
gist and p8ychometrist ' during her
has
case,
fense in the Snell perjury
6.60; range ewes, $3.505.25.
Journal.
Holstern was arrested by the city
In thanksgiving for many blessings stay In Las Vegas will be found at
returned home. ,'
L. Cobb returned last evening from
police some six months ago, charged bestowed upon me during tte year, 1 El Dorado Hotel, worn 25. Can be enMrs. Hattle A. Winger who has Butler,' Kans.. where he was recent ALBUQUERQUE WOMAN
with burglarizing the Atlantic saloon will devote every
for evening entertainments.
Thursday free to gaged
been residing in Las Vegas since last ly called by the serious illness of his
COMMITTED TO ASYLUM on West
Receives on Sunday.
uentrai avenue, uigars, people desiring readings.
Also,
every
March, having come to this city from mother. Mr. Cobb also visited Kansas
whisky, a pistol and other articles
I will hold a free
Mrs. Edith G. Vaughn, wife of Hugh were taken, part of the stolen goodB Tuesday evening
Okarche, Okla., and purchased
City while" east
healing mental concentration circle
ia a human failing.
e
R. J. Taupert, who has been absent Vaughn, who is an employe in the being found in Holstern's possession. at EU Dorado
farm on the mesa, will leave
room 25, from Of course, it's the cherry in the cockHotel,
she
where
at
was
tomorrow for Oklahoma,
from the city for several weeks past, postoffice
He was indicted by the grand Jury 7:30 to 9 p. m. Phone Main 423.
Albuquerque,
tail that upsets a man's stomach.
returned this afternoon. Mr. Taupert brought to this city this morning and and subsequently pleaded guilty when
comes direct from Kansas City, but arraigned before Chief '.Justice Mills arraigned before Judge Abbott in the
spent considerable time in other for examination as to her sanity. On district court a little more than two
HE wife of afam-- . has
cities of the east, principally at Monti- - the recommendation of Dr. M. F. weeks ago. Holstern, together with
pus cartoonist cello, Iowa, at which place the re IDes Marias, the - professional witness Beveral other youths, Was' being held
mains of Mrs. Taupert were laid to in the" case she- was pronounced of in the county Jail awaitinct "sentences
writes us
unsound ttina, and committed1 to the to the reform school aft Springer. $eK
rest.
'''". territorial'
the best way to
asylum for the insane. Mrs. In g welj behaved, Holstenf wa8Amad6
clean diamonds and other APPROACHING NUPTIALS
is an exceedingly sad a trusty at the Jail.- Ten days-agtire
Vaughn'si'castt
;
2,000 lbs or more each delivery20c r i r hundred
FORMALLY ANNOUNCED one, she having become demented on scaled the Jail wall and escaped, being
'
precious stones is to "soak
C 1,000 to 2,000 lbs. "
account
of
a
Las
located
the
In
of
birth
Vegas,
premature
Wednesday
a
them over night
N"'
'
200 to 1,000 ibs.
The approaching nuptials of Miss child. She has been an inmate of the where he was driving a milk wagon.
't bowlful of Ivory Soap Clara
50 to 200 lbs. . "
.
Rivera, daughter of Mrs. Vener- asylum on a former occasion, but was
iJc
and water. Shavings of anda Rivera, and Estevan uallegos, dismissed from the institution about NORMAL UNIVERSITY
I A n,
Less than 50 lbs. "1
75c im,
"
the soap dropped into hava been" announced. The wedding four years ago, as cured. In her
THOROUGHLY DISINFECTED
CO.. X
will take place on Friday morning, present condition there is agalnl!some
warm water are best. November
:''"
"Phone
for her recovery. Mr.rjVpghn
Dr. B. S. Gowen, president of the
26, at the West side
hope
227
In the morning,, rinse
...
returns to the Duke City this evening, Normal university, in response to in'
Miss Rivera Is a most accompusnea having accompanied his wife.Jjere. quiries,, states that he has had the
thoroughly with hot
":"
the from Albuquerque.
building thoroughly disinfected.' All
water and behold they. young lady and'isif;3op'nl&j In ' side.
:set
West:
;of
social.
the;
younger
jtiiQ floors have had a coating of oil
$ are as" .bright , as when She has been employed for many Victorlcan
z
a track labof er put on them. A1J desks- - woodwork;
received from , the, jew-- yaars aB Saleslady at the Walter1 Bier with' the FlaizMarques;
section gang, which is door nobs and other parts likely, to
T
man store' on the plaza and had Just working near Lamv, was brought to be touched by pupils have been
..''elers."
recently resigned her position with the city this afternoon suffering from washed with a powerful disinfectant
it!
Try
badly crushed foot. The accident said to be five times as strong as carthat firm.
We are now m
Mr. Gallegos is a son of Isadpro Gal- - was caused by a heavy rail falling on bolic acid.
In addition to this the
L
the fine-- : : - "ith
Southwest.
;
'
u&s
Known
in
well
rooms
was
is
and
taken to the local
it Marques
have been fumigated by burn- home
legos,
and
ke"
for
either
k.hone
industry
tabs
nere
you
Santa Fe hospital for treatment While ing candles ordinarily used for that
Vegas, having made hie home
formerly, but is now residing at Con- tba Injured member Is badly bruised, purpose. Nothing has been left un bottle beer. 99
ant, N. M., where he is engaged in it may not be necessary to amputate done that could be thought of to make
the disinfection complete.
67
it
PHOr, T
the merchandise business.
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Griggs So Tom Is married, eh?
Briggs Yes, for the present. He's
married an actress. Boston Trans

cript'

NEW MEXICO

i

BOSS PATENT FLOUR

NEWS

If m'wlfe's awake 111 shay: M'dear,
broughty' some c'sath'mums chrys- thmus chrasythums hang It; Wish
Harrington is to be a new town in I'd got ro3es."--Lif- e.
Union county, south of Gladstone and
wesr of Amistad.
Fuddy Did you ever notice that
(Suit was filed in the district court sucessful men are generally bald?
Duddy Certainly! They come out
for Santa Fe county yesterday by O.
W. Alexander vs. Sten Lund, on an on top. Boston Transcript.
open account for $112.77.
Don't you think, Mary, you are
The office of the territorial superinto play with the boys?"
tendent of education Is working on too old
No, mamma; the older I get, the
the annual report of Superintendent
better I like them." Judge.
Clark, which will contain many inmm
structive statistics and valuable rec1907 Quarter-back- .
ommendations.'
V
1908 Half-bacUpon the request of Census Super1909 Full-bacvisor Paul A. F. Walter, the allow1910 Hunchback.
ance for the chief clerk In the New
Boston Transcript.
Mexico census office has been increased from $75 to $100 a month by
"What do you call your mule,
'
Census Director Durand.
.
uncle?"
A Clovis saloon keeper, who had
Youmeans whut's his name, boss,
been threatened with death by a rival or whut Ah calls him?" Houston
claimant for a homestead ciuiui, Is Post.
missing from that city. A grave had
been dug on the homestead ly the Mary had a little lamb
And it began to sicken;
'
rival claimant as a warning to him.
H. J. Hagerman and She sent it off to Packingtown
And now it's labeled "CHICKEN."
others associated with him have
Llpplnoott's.,
eased the George Erisch tract ad
joining the Hammond land, near
"What would vou do if I were fo
Mayton, N. M., on which oil has been
discovered, and will sink a well two ask your father for your hand?"
"I would bring you flowers every
thousand feet deep,
The directors of the Sierra County day that you were in the hospital."
"
bank at Hillsboro have elected G. P. Houston Post
McCorkle of Center Point, Texas, to
be president of the bank to succeed Gazing on the season's riches
All mv Inner beiner thrills
A. F. Kerr. Cashier R. M. Turner will
be succeeded by W. T. Cason. Mo Yet I would the gold of autumir Could defray my slimmer bills.
McCorkle is a majority shareholder
Boston Transcript.
in the bank.
The Roswell board of education has
"Do you love your teacher, my little
passed a resolution asking the may
V
,
or to call a special election to vote man?"
Do yer tlnk I'm Roln' to
G'wan.
bonds to the amount of $25,500 for
a new high school building for Ros tell youse all about me love affairs?"
.
Exchange.
well. The bonds are to be 5 per cent
"
and have been bought by E.
Each year the millinery show
Sweet & CO., of Denver, who bid
Makes life seem somewhat sunnier,
$26,510.
.
- At Fierro, Grant county, Gavino The hats can be no longer so ,
Martinez, aged 19 years, on last Tues
They try to make them funnier.
day committed suicide by sending a
Washington Star,
bullet crashing through his brain.
"What we want," said the attorney
Madtinez was living with his father,
Hlgenio Martinez, also a miner by to the reporters, "ls justice."
"What I want" said the client to
occupation. No cause can be assigned
for the deed. The funeral took place the attorney, "is a verdict In my
S
on Wednesday. ;
.
favor." Life.
r
j
Attorney General Prank. W. Clancy
is getting numerous . inquiries from The melancholy days have come"
eastern New Mexico, asking whether
So sang the weary bard;
it is unlawful in News Mexico to sow He'd just been raking autumn leaves
Johnson" grass, which some author
nis DacKryara.
Again irom
x
ities claim is4 an unmitigated nuisance.
Chicago Tribune.
V
New Mexico has no statute prohibiting
Buyer I thought you said the house
the sowing of Johnson or any other
was only ten minutes from the stakind of grass or weed.
The board of county commissioners tion.
Suburban Agent Minutes of lati
of Torrance county met on Monday at
Estancia and paid all 'the Indebtedness tude, sir. Harper's Weekly.
incurred by the county at its creation
"But the proof of the pudding is in
and also made arrangements which
inplaces the county on a solid financial the .eating, isn't it?" queried the
.
nocent
youth.
officials
are working hard
footing. The
"You can't prove it by me," replied
to give the county a creditable admin
dyspeptic. Chicago News.
istration "and are succeeding admir the chronic'
'
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TRADING

Phono T.Iain On. Dritfrjo

.

Street
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fie ip Wanted, Etc.

MSPAPEH

FORMED

WANTED

Position as ethnographer;
experienced; can give references.
Phone Vegas 397.

MAN IN THE TOILS

Denver, Nov. 19. H. C. Allison, who
Plain sewing. Mrs. Lane, was known in .Denver as Captain
909 Jackson avenue.
Leale, a persuasive and elusive gentle
man who left a widely marked trail
VVA JiTfED A good girl for general of worthless drafts across the westMrs. W. G. Haydon, ern country, has been captured by
Shousjswork.
the Pinkerton detective agency at St.
115 Seventh street.
A- Joseph, Mo.
WANTED Table boarders at 712
In his long tour Allison or Leale has
Fifth street Phone Purple 5112. swindled hundreds of people,
s
Meals 25 cents. Furnished rooms.
being his! favorite game. He
secured $50 from the Albany hotel In
MEN
LEARN BARBER
TRADE
Denver on a bogus draft Ha went
required; graduates from here to Greeley, where he passed
S"3$ time
earn $12 to $30 week . Moler Bara worthless piece of paper on the
ber college, Loa Angeles.
landlady of a boarding house for tlw
same amount. At Salida he varied the
performance byhavlng the hotel man
introduce him at the bank, where he
FOR SALE One driving mare, buck-boar- d secured another $50 with little diffi'
and harness; one mare, colt, culty.
,
18 months old; cheap if taken at
Besides the alias of Leale, Allison is
once.
Address Postmaster, Onava, also known as H. C. Henderson,
s
N. M.
Knowles and Collins. The Plnkertons
have been on his trail for two years,
FOR SALE One hard and one soft out were unsuccessful because of
' : coal
burner, good as new. Inquire their man rapidly flitting from place
Optic office.
to place and for the further reason
that the bogus drafts traveled slowly
All wool portieres, never
'along the usual lines. '
bankets and comfortables.
H Ravenna, Neb., ha Is charged
ifc street
WANTED

hotel-keeper-

For Sale
--

V

'Ming

jj

abankouLof

d0.

A

at Ogalalla, Neb., is also
lumber
vt SALE Stamping done and art mourning the loss of a similar amount
which he. handed Allison In return for
sowt
a cheok on a Texas bank, which proved
Banks In a number
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all de-- . to be worthless.
Nebraska towns
western
other
of
scrlptlons. Notary seals and records
swindled.
also
been
have
at The Optic office.
The swindler carried a book of niceOLD newspapers for sale at The Op- ly printed blank drafts drawn on the
Foard County bank of Crowell, Texas.
tic, office, o cents a bundle.
Across the face of each was stamped
"Not good for more than fifty dollars."
At Ravenna, AlUson dropped into
town, representing himself as a lumFOR RENT One nicely t furnished ber salesman. He .remained several
front room with all modern con days, sold half a dozen bills of lumber,
venlences, fire place and privilege secured an introduction at a bank,
cashed a draft for $50 and left town.
of bath. 909 Fifth street
The bank draft was returned as
and the bills of lumber,
house' and "bath.
J"OR RENT
sold a little under the
were
which
i025 Third att F. B. January.
market price, were never received.
At Oflalalla, Allison was a rich
.FOR RENT Nicely furnished room,
but he got away wlih $50 from
rancher,
all modern conveniences. 808 Main a lumber man of that town.
'
street
Allison started his career of forgat Albuquerque, N. M., where uning
For Rent Nicely furnished house- der the name of H. C. Collins, he
keeping rooms. Electric light bath, worked as a solicitor on the Morning
etc. Excellent location. 918 Eighth Journal. In the two years that he
'
.1,
'street
, ,
has worked his "graft" hr has swin
dled in Texas Oklahoma, Kansas, NeFOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
braska, Missouri, Wyoming, Colorado,
C.
P.
with or without board. Mrs.
Idaho, North Dakota, South Dakota
Hammond, (14 Main. Phone Purple
'
and New Mexico.
5242.
At St. Joseph, Allison succeeded in
FOR RENT Store room, No. 518 securing $50 from the Hotel Lee on a
Sixth street Inquire ,W. B. Bunker. check which proved to be worthless.
h
"
His arrest followed.
front room, or
.FOR RENT-t-NIc- e
double roork Either light housekeep-.- . i Methodist Minister Recommends
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
Inquire
lng or Toom with board.
and Diarrhoea Remedy.
', across f "om court house.
"I have used Chamberlain's Colic,
FOR RENT Finely furnished room, holera and Diarrhoea Remedy for
years for diarrhoea. I considbath, furnace heat. Close in. Gen- several
er It the best remedy I have ever tried
tleman only. Inquire Optic.
for that trouble. I bought a bottle
of It a few days ago from our drugADVERTISED LETTERRS,
gist Mr. R. R. Brooks. I shall ever
be glad to speak a word In its praise
Letters remaining uncalled for the when I have the opportunity." Rev.
J. D.'Knapp, Pastor M. E. church,
v,:efk ending November 19, 1309 K
Miles Grove, Pa. Sold by all dealers.
Mrs. P. JM. Bell, Fraiv Career, How,
Miss
ard Hurley, Henry
, Est ray
Advertisement.
Oliie Richey, Louis Schlossbwg, Geo.
"
I: dillios, Strong Bros., Mrs. Madge
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
t with B. B.,Thurman, Mr. Harry Tay-- ; may concern that the following der. 'Mrs. J. fy. Waters.
scribed stray an'mal was taken up
Letters held for postage:
by Apolonlo A. Sena, East Las Vegas,
Mrs. L. G. Quigg, New Washington, N.' M. f ,
Ohio..:
t:
One gray mare, about eight
When calling for t,i above please years old, unbranded.
.
J1
nsk for "advertised JeWrs."
Said animal being unknown to this
Postmaster.
BLOC
F.
board, unless claimed by owner on
or before December 6, '09, said date
' in at ii How boasts that he Bias
f
being ten days after last appearance
t
dcwlthout tting In jUy of this ''advertisement said estray
ix22, $2.06yt'illSrire ' 'varfr will beold by this board for the
benefit of tba owner when found
$a.50 Nrfpkina . v
.'2x22, $2.75 Napklns.
CATTLr,'ANrTART BOARD,
(
.' '
Albuquerque, N. M.
'
pm cturcb. 1st pub. Nov. 16, last pub. Nov. 26, '09.
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Always Good Has No Equal
Handled By AH Dealers
WEDDING

OF F0R5IER

LAS VEGAN CONFIRMED
The following clipping taken from
the Chillicothe Bulletin of Chilll- cothe, 111., gives an account of the
wedding of Harry M. Bailey, formerly
of this city, and Mrs. A. Fern Tracey
of Janesville, Wis. Mr. Bailey is
well known in Las Vegas, having resided here for several years. He was
at one ' time employed on The Optic
staff and later went into the Santa Fe
offices as clerk. Later he was promoted to the position of train and
switching inspector with headquarters at Albuquerque:
"Harry M. Bailey arrived from Albuquerque, N. M., yesterday morning
accompanied by his bride, which was
an entire surprise to his friends and
relatives.
"The young couple were quietly
married at Kansas City, Wednesday
afternoon. The bride, Mrs. A. Fern
Tracey, a popular Denver lady Is the
daughter of Mrs. E. V. Waggoner of
Janesville, Wis. The groom is the
eldest son of the publisher, Frank W.
Bailey,- - and has been employed with
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Rail'
way company as train and switching
inspector, with headquarters at Albuquerque, J?M. He has been in the
employ of the company for the past
five years.
"The young couple expect to remain in this city for the present. The
groom and his bride have been busy
receiving congratulations from his
many friends and- relatives who were
n
taken by surprise."
'

other's feelings was too great. She
thought nothing of using his razor to
sharpen lead pencils and he insisted
on using her manicure sets to draw
corks." Exchange.
Mrs. Kicker If you are going to another one of those banquets I don't
suppose you will know the number of
the house when you get back. :
Mr. Kicker Oh, yes, I will; I unscrewed it from the door and am taking it with me: Kansas City Journal.

ably.

The teacher had written a difficult
Mr. andTHr8. Joe Bren of Kansas
Jason This old sofa hasn't chang
ed much since we have been courtCity have arrived in Albuquerque to problem on the blackboard.
"Now, children," she said, "what is
organize and rehearse the big chorus
ing on it for the last six years.
for the Elks' minstrel show to be given the first thing to do with this?"
Cynthia Well, Jason, in one way
bad'
"Erase It!" shouted the
little it Is more modern.
at the Elks'" theater there the night before Thanksgiving. Mr. Bfen is an ex boy j.6n the front seat Exchange.
Jason Modern? How eo?
t,
..
.
pert in this line, putting on about
Cynthia Why, it Is wireless. Chi
"You say youiv.lmpresslons of Philforty shows a year for the Elks. In
cago News.
--

.

the past seven years he has produced adelphia were lively?"
"Yep," answered the Broadway Kid.
300 of these shows with great suc"How did that happen?"
cess.
went to sleep early and dreamed
"I
Milne-Bush
The
Ranch company of
I was In New York." Washington
Augusta, Me., filed
incorporation Star.
papers at Santa Fe yesterday, having
been incorporated also under the laws
"And what did you say you call this
of Maine. The capitalization is $650,- room?"
shares.
divided
Into
The
000,
6,500
"The mushroom."
' :'
New Mexico headquarters are at Ros
"What a queer name for a parlor!"
well. The incorporators and directors
,"Yes, but .. appropriate. My seven
are: E. Maynard Thompson, L. H. sisters
became engaged in this room."
F!
J. C. Little,
Stevens, C. C. Ballard,
Houston Post
L. R. Merrill M. M., Wills and I.
Kearney.
Percy Noodles (on the street) How
William H. Gleason, a prominent do, Miss
3wight. You are really the
capitalist and business man of Al- - only person I've met today worth
amogordo, died at Hotel v Dieu in El stoppng- - to speak to.
Paso Wednesday. Death was due to
Miss Bwlght Indeed, Mr. Noodles!
blood poison which resulted from
You are more fortunate than I am.
"
mastoid abscess of, the ear. Mr. Glea Boston Transcript.
son was one of the most wealthy and
widely known men in the southwest
Some people are never satisfied. For
He was president of the Santa Rosa example, the prisoner who complained
townslte company and owned valuable of the literature that the prison angel
property and business Interests at gave me to read.
Alamogordo, Silver City, Cloudcroft,
"Nuttn' but ' continued stories," he
Carrizozo, Capitan and Santa Rosa grumbled. "An' I'm to be hung next
Besides being a successful business
Tuesday." Everybody's.
a
was
man he
sportsgreat
'
meet
the
man.
racing
During
"So when Belle rejected Jack, he
In El Paso last winter he
went ' Immediately and proposed to
ness manager of the racing associa- Maud."
tion. He was also the financial back
"Tes; but that wasn't the best of It
meet held at Salt What do you think? He gave Maud
er of the
Lake last spring. In Alamogordo, an order on Belle for the engagement
where he maintained- - a beautiful ring." Boston Transcript
home he was held In the highest es
Contributor I should like to leave
teem. The body was shipped to Chi
.
these poems with your editor. What
cago for burial.
is the usual procedure? I haven't
A Scalded Boy's Shrieks
done any magazine work before.
horrified his grandmother, Mrs. Maria .Office Boy Well, the usual custom
Taylor, of 'Nebo, Ky., who writes that Is to leave 'em, 'nd call back in a day
when all thought he would die, Buck- or so and git 'em. Human Life.
.
len's Arnica Salve wholly cured him
Infallible for burns, scalds, cuts, corns,
"So they have quarreled!",
Cures fever sores.
wounds, bruises.
"Yes."
bolls, skin eruptions, chilblains, chap"Can there be a reconciliation?"
25c
routs
Soon
at
hands.
piles.
ped
"I fear not The disregard f each
all druggists.
wa-1)us-

l-
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INDIANS FEATURE OF

The saddest blow of tongue or pen
Is to seek our overcoat and then
Discover that it's missing, while
Your wife speaks up, with "sheepish
'
smile:
" 'Twas full of moth and moldy damp
So I gave It to a poor Old tramp.
Chicago News,
George said he
went to a Turkish bath last night,
and that's what kept him out so late.
Mother I don't believe there Is
such a thing as a Turkish bath.
Mrs. Newlywed You don't? Why?
Mother Because I saw a Turk
once. Exchange.
Mrs. Newly wed

.

Susie quarreled with her little play-matso strenuously that It came to
blows and hair pulling. The next day
her cousin Ned jeered at her, "I hear
you've been fighting with Betty! who
'
licked?"
"Mamma licked," truthfully replied
Susie. The Housekeeper.
"When you took that flyer in Wall
street were you on the bull or the
bear side?"

TRIBUNE LAND SHOW

i;nn6v, jnov. la. ur au mose wno
have come to Chicago for the purpose of taking part in the Tribune's
big land show, which will open Saturday morning, the keenest interest is
shown by eleven Navajo Indians, who
have arrived in time to look over
their exhibit space. These Indians
or
have begun work on a
dwelling, such as they occupy in New
Mexico and Arizona. In the party- are three men, three women and five,
ho-g&-

children."

;

There are Tom, the silversmith, and
his wife, Elle of Ganada, the champion
rug weaver, of the Navajos. AH the
i
i
um
iu huuw ila in progress at umj
Coliseum ; the visitors can see Tom
making jewelry out of Mexican money
and can watch both Elle and her lit
tle daughter weaving the beautiful
rugs for which the Navajos are
famous.
Wherever the Indians go they are
followed by a curious crowd.1 Those
who are guuarding the Navajos during their visit explained that contact
with the crowd is offensive to the
aborigines, who do not like to be
touched by anyone not of their own,
race.
According to those who are most
familiar with the habits and customs
of these Indians, they have no desire
to adopt the customs of civilization.
A visit to one of the big cities, however, always is looked forward to by
them with interest for they like to observe the ways of the white man.
even though they have decided that
life in a hut of twigs Is preferable to
existence in a crowded city. The Indiana will be taken out In big automobiles as the guests of the Tribune, and
will be .shown the sights of Chicago.
A trip to the Field museum Is also on
the schedule.
The Indians will form one of the
features in the Santa Fe railroad exhibit. A genuine adobe house will oc- lpy part of their space. Work on
this has begun, the carload of adobe
arriving from Arizona. Rare Navajo
blankets will be spread on the floor,
and in addition here will be exhibits
from Santa Clara, San Domingo, and
the Hopi reservation, Indians. The
exhibits will consist of both ancient
and modern pottery made by the different tribes of New Mexico, articles
used In the ceremonial dances, and
other things that will be of great Interest. The value of tnese exhibits
is unusually large. One of these Indians, or instance, will often wear
jewelry of silver and turquoise worth
more than $200. - They pay little attention to gold, and it is seldom that
they show a desire for any stdne except turquoise.
.

,

Good

Medicine for Children
and Grown Folks, Too.
"We could hardly do without Chamberlain's Cough Remedy," Says Mrs.
Flora Despaln of Bloyd, Ky. "I found
It to be so good for the croup and
have used It for years. I can heartily
recommend It for coughs, colds and
croup In children and grown folks,
too." The above shows the Implicit
confidence that many mothers place
In Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, a
confidence based on many years' experience in the use of It No one need
hesitate to use this remedy for It contains no chloroform, opium or other
narcotics and may be given to a child
as confidently as to an adult For
sale by all dealers.
Cough

Sour Stomach

Scott!" answered the un
nd feal Hk
now man. IhT
CiHmti
lowt dBpPBia and tour
to!HM;h
sophisticated man. "When things r'lt.nd two fyomia.
1 have been
uklnc medl- broke loose I was bo busy dodging fine una otner arngt , DDI eouia fud ro
relief onlr
will
for
thort time. I
recommend uei.rU t
I didnt have time to see what was Ky friend,
u the only thing;
for Indigestion tn4
our tomftcb and to keep
the bowele
m good oob.
itlon. Tbey are
chasing m'e." Washington Star.
to out."
nice
vtj
6tackle
Hrry
j, Mnek Chunk, Pa,
Of course Thanksgiving doesn't mean
Just sports for every one
Our parson has to preach that day
And that cant be much fun!
And mother has to superintend
CATHARTIC
The roasting of the turk
While dad sharpens carving knives
This all means lots of work!
But then for me Ts a dandy time
Plemn, PiUUMe,
Potent, Tutt Good. Oo Good,
I simply take my seat
Herer
Ma, J5e, Mc. Mere
Sicken, Weaken or
old in balk. The (ennln Gripe.
tablet
CCO.
At table, when the' dinner's on,
oaranteed to oara or your money tumped
back.
N' eat 'n' eat 'N' EAT!
8terlioi Remedy Co.. Chiearo or N.Y.
Llpplnoott's.
"Great-- '
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THE LOBBY RESTAURANT AND CAFE
onors urders and Regular Pinners

THE . BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS
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Revisiting Boyhood Home
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HANDLED

Will C. Barnes, for several years better than a drink of the water from
secretary of the New Mexico Cattle this spring did with me. Right here Y.
Sanitary board, but now Inspector of I renewed my ; youth, and beat old
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS DIRECTORY
grazing in the forest service, with Father Time out of about twenty
headquarters at Washington, D. C, years. Again I was the barefooted boy
Cv
contributes a very interesting story to sent for a bucket of water Just as the
CHAPMAN LODGE NO 2, A. F. & A.
the Breeders' Gazette in a, recent family sat down to dinner. Again I
uo not negieci aiarrnai aore throat. It will never
PHYSICIANS
issue, entitled "Revisiting a Pioneer saw myself learning to swim in the
M. Re pilar comget petter ot useit. Unless treated in time it be
comes chronic, leads to loss of voice, foul breath
Boyhood Home." Mr. Barnes is a pro- clear waters of the lake. In the cove
DR.
A.
J.
ana
BUTTERFIELD,
munication first and
serious complications.
lific and interesting writer. The story, just around the corner we boys speared
Kondon's (in sanitary tubes) gives quick n
GRADUATE VETERINARIAN
Thursdays In
lief. Snuff a bit of this aromatic;- soothlijg,
in question follows:
muskrats and mink through the thin
each month. Visiting
"Almost half a century ago my fam ice after scaring them out ofv their '
ucaiiuga jeiir wen miu mv nusai passages. M l
i
.t ..1
Office, Cbafln's
Stable, Phone
ivery
jane small portion internally, leaving
brothers
to what was then the far houses by pounding upon them and
ily
migrated
as
the
as
throat
th
rub
long
cordially
possible,
Main 1.
throat well with the Jelly you'll find almost
west, the state of Minnesota. No then spearing them as they swam
invited. Geo. H. JKinkel, W. M., Chaa. i
Calls answered day or night '
instant reiiet. uet a zoc or ouc tube today of
Pullman cars carried the westbound close to the ice looking for an air
H. Sported er, Secretary.
your druggist or send penny postal to us
so
was
ice
was
thin
it
The
hole.
that
emigrant swiftly to his destination
for free sample.
OR. E. L. HAMMOND
in those days and he who would seek dangerous work and once we both
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY NO. 2.
I - I Hondon Mfg. Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
new lands must do so by means of broke through and but- for the long luiuiuHimuiiiiuiimuiiiifiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiinniinuiuniiniiiininiiiiiiii'.iKiiii!!!'
DENTIST
Knights Templar. Regular
the prairie schooner and the trusty handles of our spears I would not be
here today to tell of it
vs conclave second Tuesday In ,8'iite 4, Crockett Building. Has horse,
each month at Masonic
"From the front door of the old ed into the northwest in the early days DESERTIONS IN I). S.
Well I recall the day when we
phones at office and residence.
I shot many a duck, as the lake and thought 15 a month and board
were
house
all
packed into the wagon and
Tempi, 7:30 p. m. John S. Clark.
a princely pay for sixteen hours a day
started for the promised land. My fairly teemed with water-fow- l
of every
K. C, Charles Tamme, Recorder.
F. R. LORD. DENTI8T
'
INCREASING
'
uncle had gone ahead of us the year kind. Where the clubhouse stands to- work?
"Ah
me!
men
Few
to
back
M.
the
go
to
B.
Dr.
(Successor
Williams.)
we
before
a
of
cleared
off
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROT
and looked over the country day
heavy growth
old place where they played as boys
Washington, Nov. 19. (Continued
el Arch Masons.
Regulai Office Pioneer Building, over Grand with careful eye and decided upon a oak, hickory and other valuable tim- and find it as they have it in, their
extensive
location
a
ber
on
in
desertions in the United
would
make
Lake
the
some
that
way
Calhoun
four
convocation fiwt, Monday In
Leader. Rooms 3 and 4. Phone
mUss from the present city of Minne- cranks of the forest service of today mmd's eye, but that drink from the States army during the last fiscal
each month at Masonic
57.
Main
repaid me for all the trip and year forms the leading feature of
apolis, then but a struggling Village want to throw us into Jail. The' trees spring me
M. R.
no chance to entertain, any the annual
Temple, 7:30 d. m.
of perhaps seven or eight thousand were chopped 'down, cut Into handy gave
report of Adjutant General
of
r., .1 Williams, H, P, Cha H.
feelings
disappointment or regret." Alnsworth. After Bhpwing that 4,993
inhabitants.
wasv
a lone eventful lengths, dragged into great piles by
It
ATTORNEYS
flporeder. Secretary.
men deserted, General Alnsworth
journey over roads far from perfect, the oxen and as soon as they were dry
across rivers by boat ferries, often we boys were set to work burning STANDARD OIL COMPANY
GEORGE H. HUNKER
concludes that only a severe penalty
'
EL. DORADO LODGE NO. 1
PROFITS 600 MILLIONS will stop desertions. He
them when possible. The them up. Today It seems a reckless
fording
regards as
Law
at
Attorney
prairies were alive with game, especi- waste of timber, but at that time it i
that the desertions last year
alarming
New
Knights of Prthlas Office: Veeder Block Las Vegas New
Nov.
M9. That the exceeded those of
York,
ally prairie chickens, and as far as was the only way to get rid of it, as
the preceding year.
meek every Monday
Standard Oil company has made pro Of
Mexico.
living went the outfit fared sumptu- there'was no market for It at all.
the enlisted men 4.97 per cent deevening In Castle
of
fits
seven
in
the
$600,000,000
nearly
"On this ground we raised a hun
ously. The Mississippi river was
serted in the last fiscal year, while
Ball, Visiting Knights
crossed by a steam ferry at the vil dred bushels of corn per acre the first years from 1902 to 1909 is figured out those of the preceding year amounted
are cordially Invited.
PROTECTING
PASTURES
LP. HAVENS,
lage called Prairie du Chien, a name year and the next a grand wheat crop by one, of Wall street's statisticians. to 4.59 per cent. General Alnsworth
Chancellor Commandthen full of
to us boys, but sold at f 1.3& per bushel. I well re This year's profit is estimated at ?80,. says the abolition of the canteen, the
er.
WHtfitSHEEP liBAZt which I many mystery
discov- member the price as I rode on the 000,000.
afterwards
years
fl
C. M. EERNHARD,
In this time the company has dis monotony of garrison life, the in ered was simply plain everyday first load that went to the old Wash
amount of work and the stucb,and
Record
ol
ing
Keeper
tributed
in
$318,594,300
dividends.
burn mill alongside the fails in MinneSeal.
Albuquerque, N. M., Nov. 19. Mr. French for prairie.
manded of a soldier and the J' t'
There were hundreds of such out apolis where jny uncle sold it to the According to Wall street, John D. with which remunerative
J. T. Jardite, who is in charge of the
employ 11, r t
Rockefeller
unicould
build
several
as
ours
miller
on
fits
and
received the cash in return.
the road carrying homecan be obtained In civil life, are Ull
BALOY LODGE NO. 77. FRATERNAL field investigations now being made
to
societies
versities,
organize
seekers full of hope and energy. Doubt That was before the days of elevators
stamp advanced as causes ot the evils
UNION OF AMERICA
Meets first by the U. S. Forest Service in con less we
and market reports and each farmer, out the "hookworm" and do other
passed
through
theregions
quite
with
nection
inaug
experiments
and third Wednesday of each month
that require the spending of
with the bureau as rich in agricultural possibilities, and hauled his stuff to the mill and got things
The percentage of desertions among
at Fraternal Brotherhood halL W. urated in
millions from his share in the divithe
cash
more
from
the
miller's
hands.
I
in
offering
inadvantages
many
of plant industry in 1907, to
the white troops is about ten .times
dends
without'
A. Givens, F. M.; Bertha C. Thorn-hil- l,
his
fortune
often
touching
than
wonder
if
the
had
a
been
there
to
ways
each
which
locality
vestigate the economic possibility of
greater than among negroes. Of the
from other sources.
Secretary. . Visiting members handling sheep in pastures enclosed was headed, but Midas-likpassed forest service in those days would
men
who deserted during the year
Mr.
Is
Rockefeller
to
own
them by in our haste to push ahead, they have allowed us to clear off the
supposed
cordially invited.
were apprehended and 315
by coyote proof fencing, has arrived
of the travelers were taking with trees and devote the land to raising about a third , of the Standard Oil 1,013
Some
in the city and will remain in tthis
basis''
On
stock.
that
he
received
1.
them
foodstuffs.
I
their
think they would
O. O. F.
Yet,
REBEKAH LODGE.
cows, chickens and even
district for some time.
On October 15 the actual strength
with which to stock up their new have done so, as the land was certain- $106,198,000 out of the $318,594,300
meets second and fourth Thursday
Extensive experiments have been pigs
of the army, including the Philippine
to
shareholders
In
of
the
paid
more
far
valuable
shape,
but
for
teams
f
our
ly
from
that
purpose
each month at the I. O. conducted under Mr. Jardine s direc- possessions,
apart
evenings-odividends, or about $6,000,000- - more scouts,, was 8L778, while on the samethan for growing timber.
the
O. F. hall. Miss Bertha Becker, N. tlon in different the west a only livestock In our wagons was
the capitalization of the . com day -- one year previously the actual
partsof
than
"And today the old farm is broken
beautiful Maltese kitten which could
G.; Mrs. Delia Peppard, V. G.; Mrs. and the, results .obtained have been
strength was 78,166. On October 15,
not be left behind no matter what up into town lots and covered with pany.
Adelene surprising to the most experienced
T. F. Dailey, Secretary:
1909 there were 7,350 vacancies in the
handsome
else had to be parted with. How lit
Men
with golf
j. houses.
.
Smith, Secretary.
sheep growers.
army, compared withw 9,558 on the
sticks were chasing inoffensive little
tle the present-daTry This For Dessert.
will
youngsters
The experimental work has been ever know of the westward movement balls over the
same day of 1908.
saw
I
where
Dissolve one package of any flavor
ground
B. P. O. E. MEETS SECOND AND carried on very successfully in north
taken under such conditions! What my first deer killed and the swamp ed JELL-in one pint of boiling
each eastern Oregon, on an area of 2,560 an:
fourth Tuesday evenings
Kills her Foe of 20 Years
was and what a characte- where we cut hay has all been filled water.
it
experience
When
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dry
episode it
declares Mrs. James
brothers are cordially invited. W fence designed to be coyote proof. life of every child who made such a about It. In this wheat field I drove until light, adding one cup whipped for 20 years."
Duncan, of Haynesvllle, Me., "was dys
W.
D.
maccaroons.
ewes
lambs
.
1908
of
a
band
crushed
In
and
six
and.
cream,
M. Lewis, exalted ruler;
g
the first Kirby
reaper
trip!
pepsia, I suffered Intensely after eat-were turned loose within the sum
thoroughly and
or drinking and could scarcely
Condon, secretary.
Is a great pleasure to brought into the country and the set- Whip all together
"It
certainly
mer grazing season and their actions
tlers caine for miles around to see it pour It into a mold or bowl. Jnen Sleep. Alter umuy lojuouic, ua
over
.so
the
..after
travel
route
same.,
EASTERN STAR, REGULAR COM. carefully studied. In 1909 a similar
work. '"Compared with the machinery cooi, it win
many years nave pas sea ana tne man
jellify and may bCVuryed
muni cation second and fourth test was made and in addition sup who can laok out from the comfort- of today it was a mere toy, but it cer with
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nine-daycollected;
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plementary
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wonder at that ding sauce.
Thursday evenings
able seats of a Pullman and see again tainly was a
'
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thing. I am 70 years old and am overtime. The year before that we cut
All visiting brothers and sisters are lambing ewes even in pasture as the country over which the old
trip our wheat with'
The JELL-- 0 costs lOo per package, joyed to get my health and strength
A. compared with lambing on the open was so
cradles and I can
cordially invited. Mrs. Sarah
slowly made has a pleasure
can-.b- e
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obtained at any good grc-- back again." For indigestion, loss of
each
obtained
in
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results
iose my eyes now and see those six
Chaff in. worthy matron: Mrs. Ida range.
which only those who have been pion' "
v
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case have been very satisfactory.
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Seellnger, secretary.
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find
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any
v
of test. In 1908 the loss from the trace of the old farm after all the the heels off the man ahead of him. wife in affright,
"Do you mean to say that motor
4, meets every Monday evening at
one-ha- lf
was
one
of
Behind
him
row
each
left a
"I'm sure there's a burglar, down- cars are interfering with crops?"
of smooth
years that had passed. Knowing that
their, hall on Sixth street All visit, pastured sheep
ue iosb was Jews if lay on the west
atper cent, in
side- of Lake Cal evenly piled vgrain which the binders stairs."
"Yep," answered Farmer Corntossel.
lng brethren cordially invited to
of one per cent four houn, a good sized body of water, I felt who followed Vagerly strove to keep
than
"Go down, then " said hubby; "you "Everybody up to the village is so''
E.
N.
G.;
C.
W.
McAllister,
tend,
head out of a band of 2,150 head. The tnat witn it for a guide I certainly bound up as fast as it fell from the told' me last night
busy trying to land somebody fur vio- Comatock, V. G.; Bi 0. Williams, loss from outside bands near tjie
"Not to meddle in household
fingers of the cradle. Was there ever
latin speed laws that they have hard- - ;
find
familiar.
The
could,
something
E.
treasurer;
W.
Crites,
secretary;
for the same period each sea whqle section about the lake is now on earth a better class of farmhands
pasture
any time to tend to regular work."
ly
O. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
son was from two per cent to three one of the most densely built-us
The Sphinx.
subur- than those Swedish giants who flock- Washington Star.
cent. The lambs from the pas ban resident sections of the city and
per
tRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD, NO. tured bunch each season were eight it seemed a hard, proposition to find
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102, meets every Friday night at pounds heavier than the best, lambs any trace of the old farm. Once out
few " - .iJt
their hall in the Schmidt building, of the same class from bands, herded in the middle of the lake in a boat,
west of Fountain Square, at eight on range near the enclosure. Each however, and I soon had my bearings.
o'clock. Visiting members are cor- season these results have been ob- There was the little cove where we
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the acreage of boys used to trap mink and muskrats.
dially welcome. Fred Phillips, presi- tained on
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wasr used by At the other end was the little creek
that
secretary..
per
sheep
range
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Lowe,
dent.
the bandg that were herded. A con leading into Lake Harriet, where in
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN- servative estimate for the increase the spring months I have seen a
meets second and in carrying capacity due to the pas wagonload of splendid black bass
CIL- NO. 804,
fourth Thursday, O. R. C. hall, Pio- turage system over, general methods speared in one night as they worked
neer- building. Visiting members of herding in large bands is from thir their way up , the. stream to spawn.
No animal product, such a hog .lard. ever, has afforded, or. ever can afford a satis- -'
are cordially invited. W. R. Tipton, ty per cent to fifty per cent, the vari The speaing was doije at night by the faction to
In
of
compare with Cottolene. It is far superior to lard because it contains no hog
light
pine torches from a plank laid
ation being due t the difference
O. K--: E. P. Mackel, F. 8.
its
and
across
the
little
It is more economical than butter for shortening and
was
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and
known
fat,
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that
is.
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herding.
purity, is unquestioned.
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less is required.
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ful a method of fishing as was ever
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Increased
can
be
wool
clip
at
Tuesday evenings each month,
permitted.
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' Cottolene is made from cottonseed oil, a fluid extracted from the seed of ourest
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Pies, doughnuts and cakes cooked with Cottolene can be fearlessly enjoyed by the
Notice is hereby given tnat juieii was the banner field in Minnesota and
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Brotherhood hall every second and Sheehan, of Watrous, Mora county, if I remember aright we took the first most determined dyspeptic, for Cottolene makes food digestible as well as palatable.
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always
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1, Sec. 17, Township 16 the fall of 1873 and held the honor
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as
good as Cottolene. It is pure, clean, neutral in taste and flavor,
n. Range 21 E., N. M. P. Meridian, for severalysars after against all com ing
mint antinm- - Walte H. Davis,
and
to make ers. Just under the hill and between
absolutely the purest and most healthful frying and shortening
-rnnrA and collector- of has filed notice of intention establifh
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final commutation proof, to
it and the little cove and about fifty
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log house stood. When my doubting
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tes avenue and Ninth street Visit- - g&g N M ErneBt Bagwell, of East better half who was with me rather
keep it clen frnh nd wholewme
from catching dust and absorbing disagreeable odors, such as fish, oil, etc.
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toe brothers are cordially invii;eaMT,a8 Vegas, N. M., FiUDerto raeneco, questioned my Judgment in the matx
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r
Smith,
Casa
Rabbi
of
Grande,
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rCharles Greenclay, president;
ter, I informed her that if this was the
4.1
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of
Watrous,
J. E, Raisin, secretary. .
spot w would find a spring right on
Made, only by THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY
MANUEL R. OTERO.
the bank of the lake not more than
Register.
fifty feet from the house. This spring
"
war''""11 '"
'
"Here's where I get it in the neck," ran the coldest, purest water man ever
-.
remarked the married man whose drank and in my boyhood days people
came
a
to
over
from
all
the
lake
a
tie.
him
get
wife had Just bought
drink of its ice ;old water, You can
imagine my delight no, you cannot
Dof
You
Would
What
In case of a burn or scald what unless you have been in the same
would you do to relieve the paint Such position when, as I slowly pulled the
injuries are liable to occur in any boat uo to the little landing oa the
1
family and everyone should be prep- bank there was my spring still run
ared for them. Chamberlain's Salve ning Its little stream of cold water
applied on a soft doth will relieve the just as I remembered it .
Uhe
and taiaary irfeglarities.
for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder-titrabl- e,
pain almost instantly, and unlesscause
Man, talk about nectar! Ponce de
will
severe
one,
a
is
very
injury
and
restore
the
lost
Pills
blood,
purify
vigor. Refuse substitutes.
Leon's
to
famous
vitality
Kidney
was
$ Foley's
spring which
the parts to heal without leaving a
FOR 8AL.E BY O. & 8CHAEFER AND RED CROSS DRUG COMPANY.
renew his youth could not have worked
scar. For sale by all dealers.
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It may be interesting to
been using a MAJESTIC
had
of
one
the
to
know that
purchasers
you
for several years, he is about to move and wishes to leave his
MAJESTIC in his old house. Nothing but a MAJESTIC would do for
the new home. Another purchaser who sold his house and MAJESTIC
Range to move into a large house where another make of Range was
got tired of using same and again bought a MAJESTIC to be delivered
when his house is finished about next May. At present this purchaser's f atheiy his brother, his unclejr'mnd 8 cousins use MAJESTIC.
We know we made 11 satisfied customers.

:

ITruits and Vegetables
November 20
'

For Saturday,

'

Muscat Grapes
Valencia Oranges
Grape Fruit
Jumbo Bananas
Colorado Red Apples

In Vegetables
Las Ci noes
Green Chili

Celery
Virginia Sweet Potatoes
Green Onions
New Radishes
White Cabbage
Leek and Garlic

Salsipy
Endive
Horse Radish Root
Green Hubbard Squash Parsnips
Yellow Hubbard Squash Carrots
Me Pumpkins
Parsley
Beets
Fall Turnips

day.

it

If yon

it. The best Flour in the City made
from the choicest of Kansas hard wheat At your
,

Las Vegas poller Mill
"
131.

V
M

T" r

"2

OF A GOOD BANK
important, not only for the present, but
also for the years to come.
jThe right Bank connection will be a material
help to your every day business.
jThis Bank has a successful record of safe,
conservative banking from the day of its orQI&

V

.,.

ganization.

.

WE INVITE YOUR BUSINESS

The First National Bank
Or

Our Sanitary

PANCAKE

LAS VEGAS, HKW MEXICO.

FLOUR

S
JEFFEKSONRAYNOLD8. President.
HAIXETT RATNOLDS. Ass't CMhier
E. D. EAYNOLDS. Caableiv

It Has No Equal

MONEY SAVED

'

Wholesome

Best Screened Baton Egg, $4.75
what
ton
yoa want for cooking,
per
just
'

On Domestic Coal.

f

Appetizing

Seasonable

D. W. CONDON
Foot Main St

Phone Main SI

It makes those Steaming,
Brown, Fragrant

Breakfast .' ".

SPECIAL SALE OF MEATS
THESE MEATS ARE ESPECIALLY FINE QUALITY

.i:i;'vBEERV0;,-:4o

Prima Ribs, per lb.

' I

MUTTON.

'

..Co
Mutton Stew oer lb
Chops,
per lb
j"

"' sf
v

'

-

f

:

t'h t, peiper lb:
lb
.;t,

u,..,

'

Less, per

oni:

He
lOo
.

PHONE MAIN 107

SIXTH STREET

TIME

NOW IS THE

JO

YOUR HOME GROWN

.

'

'

1.1.

15o
15o
15c

Pore Tblngs to Eaf

- 120

:

Frviit Cake
TIME

THANK SG1V1NG

Fresh Citron
Orange Peel
Lemon Peel

Turkeys, Ducks.
Geese and
Chickens

Currants

WE WILL PLEASE YOU

Orders by Telephone Promptly and
jCarefully Filled.
A Trial is to Buy Here Always.

5

s
"THE COFFEE MAN"

Pay Your School Poll Tax.
I am instructed by the board of education to begin with the collection
of school poll tax for the year 1909
at once, which is $1.00 for all able
bodied men over 21 years old. My
office hours are from 2 to 4 o'clock
p. m. at my office, in the City Hall.

For Sale

CHAS. TAMME,

A nice

.

Secretary Board of Education.

St. lot

62i-fe-

et

Cottage on 4th
front; fine lawn,

good sized barn, coal and chicken,
A bargain for anyone who.
a nice home.

All Aboard for Harvey's!

Carriage goes out Saturday morn- shed.
ing, returns following Friday. Leave
orders at Murphey's or H. O. Brown wants
Trading Co's.

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery to
Real Estate Co.
you. At the Lobby, of course.
609 Douglas Ave. E. Las Vegas, N. M.
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
The best draft beer in the city. At
at the Opera bar. Served from Bar
The Lobby, of course.
rels on the bar.
Carstair'B rye served

at the Antlers

Pabst's draught beer on tap oaly

at Opera bar.'

only.

.
known.
.
We would bpleased to
u
serve you.. $i

people-o- f

Never before have the

.

;

''

V

J

'

Las Vegas and vicinity had

1

--

Las Vegas
rlf- - if
Steam Laundry ZZjWr'1
J:.t--

jr.

Strinaa 3 an J

G-fc-

Qt

25 Gpnta Each.

f

I

jtf

til
i

.

f01, Bra, jfornishiDgs,

i

itmrj

and Mdr'phy

v

r Aj'

and

Sek

Wil

Johnston

Bhoesjg

Haves. Stetson and Knox Hats.

.

iSpecial reduction in Boy's
h
wA
ChOdren
suits and overcoats.

r

i

5

-

f:.

ani
ah

4f'i'.

M.

,

VeeEas Greenhouses
Las
Phone Main 276
PERRY ONION,
Prop.

clothes from a so large and well
selected stock consisting of Hart
Schaffner & Marx Clothing.

J

the

opportunity to bay their winter

4

WiFr-.....

-- AT

and Senior Epworth Leagues closed
for anotherSunfiay. NextSunday
nTofnihg'Ihe pastor Rev. E. C. And
erson will preach from the theme,
"Life in the Higher Altitudes." The
theme for the evening service will
.
be, "Character Building."

mm

Steak, per lb.:j...15oKNV

Raisins
Imported Figs
Persian Dates
Cooking Apples
Eating Apples
Boiled Cider
Sweet Apple, Cider 50c a
gallon
Fresh' Almcnds, Brazil
Pecons, English

Boston Clothing Dooss

MAIN:81;

STEAMS

AND

CELERY FOR

STERILIZED
by our methods.
Our methods, appliances
and supplies are the ' best

....14o

uw

Mince Meat

ORDER

.:

i.,.u40 unops, prio
THIS SALE FOB I SH
.

Jake Graaly

16o

.,...'

VEAL.
7o

;'".

V
)
OrderlYoUr Thanksgiving P
T Now.
TURRTS,lTiC 'tF.NS, GEESE (did DUCKS

y.

'

Rump Roast, per lb.
Round Steak, per lb.
Loin Steak, per lb.
Porter Hones Steak, per lb
Loins Beef, per lb

are a safeguard against the
DANGER OF DISEASE
We WILL NOT knowing
ly accept bundles from in
fected sources and everything we wash is
THOROUGHLY

.

p Cakes

.)'.?r Saturday, Nov. 20th

....
Fore Quarters, per lb.
7o
Hind Quarters, " ' :
"
Z..v... 4e
iBeef Flanks,
" '
'Brisket,
Ux. 6o
ITirmnH Rhnnldnr Rnimt. nor lb. fio
8o
Chuak Roast and Steak..; '

see us for special prices.

CHAS. H. SPORLEDEnV

Methods

CAPITAL and SUBPLU8 $130,000.00.

r

Swealters

d

:;"

--

BEFORE BUYING TOUR"

a

35-ce-nt

r

"

in stock less 25 per cent.

A Jap .by the name of Jim Ama-notwas sent up from Bel en today,
:

ALii

cenjtr ? :

Shirt Waists

r

..

TAKE THE RIGHT ROAD via
Heating and cook stoves, ranges
for hand- and stove repairs. , May and Hile,
service, Sixth street,
x
some jewelry.
Bridge street, across from Brown
Trading Co.
Order your cream from T. T.
.
Turner.
The announcement in last night's
Optic to the effect that the next
Train No. 1, the California over regular monthly social dance at the
land, had on board today 480 passen- Commercial club would be on Thursgers, the majority of whom were n day, has been changed and will be
route to California points.
given on Tuesday evening, November
23rd. A full attendance is expected
at this dance as the members made
in
neat
Something
water color novelties for Xmas.' 5c the last bridge party at the club a
of
great social success on account
and 10c Store.
the good attendance.
Go to Mackel's forypur Xmas toys;
EVERY
ENDEAVOR
exerted to
they are selling things at cost. ...
please patrons, however small the
Co., Sixth
J. D. Rhoades, a wealthy sheepman purchase at Celler's Jewelry
'
street.
of Los Animas, Colo., arrived in the
city yesterday on a sheep purchasing
Beginning November 10, the Mer
trip. Mr. Rhoades has secured about chants'
Cafe will serve their
400 fine head of sheep and will ship
25 cents. Nothing will be
meals
for
them tomorrow to his ranch at Las
changed In regard to quantity or
v..Animas...
.,
quality. Everything first class, and
we make a specialty of our Sunday
BEAUTIFUL and suggestive HOLI and Holiday dinners. Board and room
DAY PRESENT8, rich in design and 1 per day.
3etterr
unique - workmanships at
V
Sixth street ;
Rafael Leal, an aged man, residing
the West side, passed away yester- on,
Marriage licenses have been taken
'afternoon and will be burled today
out by the following parties: Anas- - morrow
morning. Leal was 84 years
34
and
years,
tacia Gonzales, age
and had been dependent on
of
age,
Francisco Garcia, aged 49 years, both
the public for some years past, havresidents of San Geronlmo, N. M.t and
no living relatives. He had been
Julian Mares, aged 19 years, and ing
a
resident
of Las Vegas upwards of
Elisea Abeyta, aged 19 years both res- thirty-fiv- e
but had never fig
years,
Las
idents tf
Vegas..
ured prominently, being an invalid
most of the time.
C. M. Carscaller, who was formerly
Lumber
manager of the Las Vegas
Last evening at a meeting of the
official board of the First Methodist
Episcopal church it was decided to
resume the Sunday morning and eve
RALSTON
ning preaching services hut to keep
the Sunday school and the Junior
hand-painte-

15he
Phone

:.

'

recommended

grocer's or at

i a stock less 25

,

it and will

doubt us ask your neighbor; she nses

'

street

r,lPiU':.

I

"

profits on credit or Celler'e way,
small profits for cash purchases.

"'

10

GhildrenrsXloalis

WHICH IS BEST 'FOLKS? Pay big

at Pete

ter cent of marked price.

ALL.

The Charles Ilf eld company unload- rather, the worse for wear, and sent
ed a car of flour today, weighing out to the Santa Fe hospital for treat6,300 pounds.
ment Amanota is an employe of the
Santa
company and has been workThe place to buy your Xmas toys ing at Belen for the past month.
;
cheap. Mackel's, Sixth street.
Our Xmas toys are in. Have the
Got the best at Nolette's barber children come and see what we have.
5c and 10c Store.
shop.

Pfide

If not it s about time to do so.

Flour.

at this Sale less 25

n1rl

.

Find home dressed chickens
'
Roth's tomorrow. "
,

Have yoa put in that order for

w
!'v.

ALL

'
Englishjjdihnerware.' - You can buy
and stamped
Pyrographic outfit
the pieces wanted. 6c and 10c Store. wood for burning at Mackel's,
Sixth

Have you tried our New Apple Cider?

"Oil!

i

LOCAL NEWS

Fine Fresh Spinage
N. B .

lib
iLicsTiUTdi.S:':

company at this place, being succeedWEATHER REPORT.
'
ed by Oscar Gosch, and who has since
November 18. ,
Temperature Maximum,, 68; mini- that time been employed at Raton,
will again assume the management of
v
mum, 16; range, 52.,
Humidity 12 noon, 29; 6 p. m.,!33; the Las Vegas Lumber company here
and is expected to arrive' from th
"
mean, 31.
Forecast Fair tonight and Satur- - Gate City about November 25.

Cape Cod Cranberries
Fresh

For a Few Dsxys Only

Ludwitf Wiri; Ilfeld. Agent

In Fruits
Pineapple
Tokay Grapes
Sugar Pears
Concord
' JJellflowerGrapes
Apples

last Veek

Sold II F'ajestic nanges

We

Picas Look Over This List

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 1909.
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Greenberger
Proprietor
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